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LIANG QICHAO IN AUSTRALIA: 

A SOJOURN OF NO SIGNIFICANCE? 

~ Gloria Davies 

It is commonplace nowadays to draw attention to the narrative structure of 
historical accounts and to note that a certain discursive contiguity exists 
between this mode of scholarship and storytelling. Historians, however, will 
also point out that the dictum of veracity must remain irreducible if historical 
narration is to be distinguishable as a work of professional scholarship from 
mere storytelling. Thus, in the telling of any "story" about Liang Qichao ~Ja 
j\li 0873-1929), we are faced with the question of how we might locate 
historical veracity when it is contingent on one or another form of narrative 
structure. Does our ability to relate the occurrence of events by providing the 
"right" kinds of textual documentation, and in adequate quantities, satisfy 
one or another "norm" of veracity acceptable to the profession? To what extent 
is veracity affected by the sequence according to which we order a certain 
set of events, the rhetorical operations we perform in the act of description, 
the decisions we make in either departing from or adhering to conventional 
and authoritative readings of a known historical topic? 

It goes without saying that the point of posing these questions is not to 
encourage an unrefl ective response that affirms one particular account over 
other possible acts of historical representation. Rather, the point is to reflect 
on the different forms that sense making can take. Very often , the form that 
we regard as the most intimate and authoritative , namely the "internal" per
spectives that we seek to mine from the range of published and unpublished 
accounts produced by actual historical individuals themselves , assumes the 
privileged position of historical veracity. We tend to assume that our "primaly 
sources" will yield a certain fundamental and incontrovertible truth about the 
past, no matter which mode of interpretation we bring to bear upon them. 
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Most of the empirical research for this article 
was completed in 1981 towards an honours 
thesis entitled "Liang Qichao and the Chinese 
in Australia. " I am grateful to John Fitzgerald 
for persuading me to revisit this thesis and 
to present a paper on the topic at 'The 
Chinese Heritage of Australian Federation 
Conference" held in Melbourne, 1-2 July 
2000). The thesis , a copy of which 
unpublished manuscript is available at the 
Department of Chinese, University of Mel
bourne, includes annotated translations of a 
selection of Liang's Australian poems and 
more detailed discussions of his visit to 
various Australian towns and cities. 
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Figure 1 .. ,.------..... -----

Liang Qichao (left), Guangxu 
Emperor (centre), Kang Youwei 

(right) circa 1898 ((rom j. P. Lo, 
K'ang Yu-wei: a biography and a 

symposium [Tucson, Ariz.: University 
o/Arizona Press, 1967J, p.94) 

1 Joseph R. Levenson, Liang Qichao and the 
mind oj modern China (London: Thames & 
Hudson, 1965), 

2 Published Stanford, Calif., Cal: Stanford 
University Press, 1996. 

;l --- - .~ 
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Liang Qichao is a significant name in any general account of China's 
modern histolY because of its close association with the Hundred Day Reform 
(Bairi weixin B S ~~) of 1898, a major event in the narration of modern 
China. Although Liang Qichao is the subject of a research industry that covers 
many different aspects and stages of his intellectual and political career, the 
Hundred Day Reform remains the key "event" that launched his career and 
to this day, it continues to secure the historical significance of his name. Even 
though he played only a minor role in the reform program of this time, he 
was widely recognized as Kang You wei's ~fl)g protege, and thus received 
social and political cachet from his close association with the man who was 
personal adviser to the progressive Guangxu Jt~ Emperor. 

In this context, what is most interesting about Liang Qichao's sojourn 
in Australia is that, in order to tell this story, we must rely on a set of primary 
sources that differ significantly from the ones that form the bedrock of 
research on Liang Qichao. Liang's significance is located mainly within 
Chinese intellectual history where he is often regarded in hypostatic terms 
as "the mind of modern China", as the title of Joseph Levenson's seminal work 
has it. l Similarly, Xiaobing Tang's recent theoretically inflected study of Liang 
Qichao focusses on Liang's ideas in relation to historiography, nationhood, 
revolution, modernity and culture. The title , Global Space and the Nationalist 
Discourse of Modernity: the Historical Thinking of Liang Qichao,2 tellingly 
informs us that, once again , it is Liang's mind that is at issue. Tang's approach, 
while draWing significantly on theoretical concepts of cognitive spatial 
mappings and paradigm shifts, nonetheless adheres to a certain narrative 
structure of "the man and his ideas" that constitutes the norm of scholarship 
on Liang Qichao. 
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This structure owes in no small part to Liang himself who was one of the 
most prolific essayists of his time and who published his opinions on a vast 
range of issues. To historians, the "man" himself thus becomes secondary to 
the "mind" since "he" constitutes the incomplete fragments of the lived 
evelyday that the historian gleans from dialY jottings, contemporalY accounts, 
newspaper reports and so on, only in order to enhance our understanding 
of the grander (totalistic) intellectual project that "Liang Qichao" signifies. It 
is as if stories of the "man" are merely there to help explain why the "mind 
of modern China" might have chosen to think the way that "it"-as befits its 
hypostatic status-did. Liang's representativeness as the pioneering mind of 
modern China has directed historians to examine his "life" primarily through 
his voluminous collected writings, published as Yinbingshi wenji 1;j(ilj(¥: 
x~ (collected essays)3 and Yinbingshi zhuanji tJU;J<¥: 11(1.2 (collected 
works), in tandem with Liang Qichao nianpu changbian ~fcl 1m 1f it*~, 
the authoritative chronological biography of Liang Qichao edited by Ding 
Wenjiang Txtr and Zhao Fengtian Jl:X $- EB.4 Liang's Australian "episode" 
has a very small presence in these texts and is comprised of the following: 

• a total of twenty-three poems written whilst in Australia or shortly after 
his departure, 

• two letters, of which one was addressed to his mentor Kang Youwei 
written while Liang was about to leave Australia and the other, written a 
month after Liang returned to Tokyo, to members of the Protect the Emperor 
Society (Baohuang hui f.¥ ~ ~) in Sydney 

• a long nationalist tract, "On Tracing the Sources of Our Cumulative 
Weaknesses" (jiruosuyuan fun f.R~~#JJ~it) , which was to have been the 
first chapter of a historical project of sixteen chapters about China in the 
decade 1890-1900 that Liang began in Australia but never completed. 

Liang Qichao left behind little of his personal impressions of Australia in 
this slim body of writings. This stands in marked contrast to the substantial 
accounts he produced of his travels in the United States in early 1900 and 
1903, which include much personal correspondence. For someone who was 
estimated to have produced an average of 330,000 words each year over 33 
years, reaching a peak of 450,000 words in 1902, when he founded the New 
Citizenjouma/ (Xinmin congbao Wr~}.AOO in Tokyo some eight months 
after leaving Australia, Liang was uncharacteristically quiet in Australia. 
Indeed, most of what we know about his visit takes the form of articles 
published in the Australian English and Chinese language presses of the time. 
Thus we are led by the sources of his Australian journey, indeed the 
inadequacy of the textual remainders, to focus much more on the "man" than 
on "his ideas." But precisely because Liang matters, above all, as "the mind" 
and not "the man," we are still led ineluctably to anticipate an intellectual 
discovery in spite ofLiang's reticence, and it is with this proleptiC caution that 
I now begin my tale. 
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Liang Qichao, Yinbingshi wenji [Collected 
essays from the Ice-Drinkers' Studio] (Shang
hai: Shangwu Yinshuguan, 1928), 22 vols. 

4 Published by Shanghai Renmin Chubanshe 
in 1983. 
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According to Charlton M. Lewis, the Qing 
court had offered 100,000 taels or £10,000, 
and the additional 50,000 taels was offered 
by the Jiangsu governor (40,000 tae ls) and 
the Shanghai magistrate 00,000 taels). C. M. 
Lewis, Prologue to the Chinese Revolution: 
the transform.ation of ideas and institutions 
in Hunanprovince, 1897-1907(Cambridge, 
Mass: Harvard University Press, 1976), p.92. 

GLORIA DAVIES 

Prologue to aJourney: Divided Loyalties and Political Defeat 

Liang Qichao first expressed interest in raising funds from among the 
overseas Chinese communities in Australia in a letter he wrote to Kang 
Youwei dated 4 April 1900 when he urged Kang to visit Australia instead of 
going to Hawaii as Kang had planned. By this time, Liang and Kang had been 
travelling overseas for some eighteen months , settling temporarily in 
different parts of the world , as political exiles each with a price of 150,000 
taels on his head offered by the Qing government to would-be assassins. 5 In 
the wake of the coup d'etat staged by the Empress Dowager Cixi's ~:fJ 
faction on 21 September 1898 that brought the Hundred Day Reform to an 
abrupt end and effectively placed the Emperor himself under house arrest, 
Kang Youwei's political authority in China as personal adviser to the Emperor 
was extinguished. As Kang's deputy, Liang Qichao suffered the same political 
demise as his mentor and both were judged by the Qing government to be 
criminals at large. Yet their international reputations were enlarged rather 
than diminished by their flight from China. In the era of early modern trans
national communications in which the Hundred Day Reform occurred, 
political events in China were increasingly newsworthy items that found daily 
representation in the major newspapers of modern nations . That the major 
Australian newspapers of the day often carried reports of events in China is 
a measure of their identification with, indeed even subservience to the 
interests of the British Empire. By 1898, the idea of a modern world system 
was already being predominantly defined by the commercial interests of the 
advanced capitalist nations of the United State, Britain, France and Germany, 
extending as these interests of capitalist expansionism did to different parts 
of the world including China. 

In the two years between Liang Qichao's flight from China after the 
Hundred Day Reform and his arrival in Australia, he became a political 
campaigner and fund-raiser among the various overseas Chinese communities 
he visited while continuing to write and publish his ideas of political reform. 
Already internationally renowned as Kang Youwei's deputy, Liang was 
closely identified during this time with the network of organizations known 
commonly as Baohuang hui (literally, Protect the Emperor Society). These 
were established in rapid succession among the various overseas Chinese 
communities in Japan, Hong Kong, Macau , Canada, and the United States 
and, by January 1900, in Australia. 

The first of these organizations was funded on 20 July 1899 in Vancouver 
when Kang Youwei arrived there after being forced to leave Japan two 
months earlier as a result of diplomatic pressure brought on the Japanese 
government by the Qing court. Kang Youwei had conceived of a two-fold 
purpose for the organization that he originally named Zhongguo weixin hui 
r:p OOffiJ:,if~ (the China Reform Association, as it came to be known in 
English) . It was intended to rally international support for the Guangxu 
Emperor then under house arrest and to raise funds for nurturing political 
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resistance within China to the Empress Dowager and the powerful conselvative 
faction she led within the Qing government. It also sought to protect and 
consolidate the local commercial interests of overseas Chinese communities, 
with a view to improving the social standing and well-being of the overseas 
Chinese in the different countries where they had settled. At one of the 
meetings in Vancouver, a leading member of the overseas Chinese community 
suggested that since the Emperor had risked his life to save the people, the 
organization should be re-named Baohuang hui to highlight the crucial 
importance of the Emperor to the reform process. This suggestion was acted 
upon and the organization was re-named although it continued to be known 
in English as the China Reform Association 6 

When Liang set sail for Fremantle on the steamliner Brittania from the port 
of Penang on 7 October 1900, his political career in exile had reached a very 
low point. Less than two months earlier on 22 August 1900, his friend Tang 
Caichang m;t1it and several of his former students had been arrested and 
executed under orders from Zhang Zhidong ~*Z yFnJ, governor of the Hunan
Hubei region, for attempting to stage the overthrow of the Qing government. 
This was an ambitious attempt, masterminded by Liang and Tang, to stage 
an uprising that would lead to the declaration of the independence of central 
China from Peking and the establishment of a new constitutional government 
in which both Kang Youwei and Liang Qichao would play leading roles. 

It is known that even before the Hundred Day Reform, Liang Qichao had 
begun to differ from Kang Youwei in his ideas of reform. The issues that 
divided Sun Yat-sen *J\~1ilJ and Kang Youwei-in brief, the former's 
ambition of overthrowing the Manchu dynasty to found a modern republic 
and the latter's insistence on constitutional monarchy-were matters of 
expediency rather than of principle for Liang. His writings of this period 
express a desire for the establishment of democratic institutions and the 
cu ltivation of an active and nationalistic citizenry but betray little preference 
for either constitutional monarchy or republicanism 7 In the year or so that 
Liang lived in Japan from late 1898 onwards, editing and writing for the 
Tokyo-based Qingyi baa tl'iiSl:t1i (Upright Discuss ions), a newspaper 
established on 23 December 1898 two months after his arrival, Liang Qichao 
began to drift even further from Kang Youwei in both his activities and the 
ideas he espoused. 

By the time Kang Youwei and Liang Qichao arrived inJapan, Sun Yat-sen 
had already built strongholds for his revolutionary party within the overseas 
Chinese communities in Hawaii and Japan 8 Sun had previously extended 
several invitations of mutual cooperation to Kang in order to consolidate the 
effectiveness of the political movements they each led. Kang had repeatedly 
declined Sun's invitations on the grounds that he was, as Joseph Levenson 
puts it, "definitely committed to peaceful change and would have no relations 
with the revolutionaries.,,9 When Kang and Liang reached Tokyo in 1898, Sun 
again tried to approach Kang on the subject of cooperation and failed. Harold 
Schiffrin has suggested that Kang's refusal to cooperate with Sun probably 
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6 Jung-Pa ng Lo, ed. K'ang Yu-wei, a 
biograpby and a symposium (Tucson, Ariz.: 
University of Arizona Press, 1967), p.1S0. 
The title "Protect the Emperor Society" will 
be used to refer to this association throughout 
this article in place of the official Engl ish 
title "China Reform Association" (or "Chinese 
Empire Reform Association" as it was known 
in Australia) since the former more accurately 
reflects the Chinese title. Moreover, the 
distinct difference between constitutional 
monarchy and republicanism is reflected in 
the Chinese titles of the Protect the Emperor 
Society and Sun Yat-sen's Revive China 
Society (Xing Zbong bui ~9=t~). 

7 Authoritative accounts of Liang's early 
political vision in Anglophone scholarship 
remain Levenson, Liang Ch'i Ch 'ao and the 
mind of modern China, Philip C. Huang, 
Liang Ch'i Ch 'ao and modern Chinese 
liberalism (Seattle, Wash.: University of 
Washington Press, 1972) and Hao Chang, 
Liang Ch 'i-Chao and intelleclual transtion 
in China (Cambridge, Mass: Harvard 
University Press, 1971). Xiaobing Tang's 
Global space and the nationalist discourse 
of modernity: the historical tbinking of Liang 
Qicbao is the most recent English language 
monograph on Liang. 

8 Harold Z. Schiffrin, Sun Yal-sen and the 
origins oftbe Chinese revolulion, (Berkeley, 
Calif.: University of California Press, 1968), 
pp.40, 100. 

9 Levenson, Liang Cb'i Ch 'ao, p.5S. 
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10 Schiffrin, Sun Yat -sen, pp.157-9. 

II Ibid., p. 162. 

12 Huang, Liang Ch'i Ch 'ao and modern 
Chinese liberalism, p.90; Lewis, Prologue to 
the Chinese revolution, p.86; Ding Wenjiang, 
Liang Rengong xiansheng nianpu chang
pian chugao [A chronological biography of 
Liang Rengongl (Taipei: Shijie Shudian , 
1958), voLl , p.43; for a brief account of the 
schools' establ ishment, see Schiffrin , Sun 
Yat-sen, pp.155-6, 162. 

13 Schi ffrin , Sun Yat-sen, p.l63. 
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owed to his scholar-gentry bias aga inst the Western-educated Sun who was 
unschooled in Confucian values, as well as to Kang's own considerable 
reputation as the Guangxu emperor's pe rsonal adviser. lo Sun Yat-sen's 
republican cause would have eventually presented significant problems for 
Kang whose former close association with the emperor was crucial to the 
advancement of his political cause of constitutional monarchy overseas. 
Unlike Kang Youwei and Sun Yat-sen , Liang Qichao did not lead a political 
movement and although a prominent activist, he was mainly interested in 
writing about and publicizing the cause of reform. In Japan, Liang was 
introduced to a diverse range of texts on European philosophy, histolY and 
science in Japanese translation and soon began to reflect republican ideas in 
the reformist organ, Upright Discussions CQingyi bao igi)(11D. Quoting an 
account by the revolutionist Feng Ziyou fIb!3 EI3 , Schiffrin notes that Liang's 
lean ings towards anti-Manchuism at this time led Kang Youwei to destroy the 
plates of "a particularly seditious article" that Liang had planned to publish 
in the newspaperll 

When Kang Youwei was forced to leave Japan for Canada in March 1899, 
Liang's leanings towards republicanism and his enthusiasm for ideas of 
nationa lism, democracy and socialism were no longer restrained by the 
disapproval of his teacher and mentor. At this time , Liang was the ed itor and 
chief writer for Upright Discussions and the foundation headmaster of the 
Great Harmony High School CGaodeng datong xuexiao r'SJ ~* [PJ ~~), the 
Tokyo-based upper-level extension of the Great Harmony School, a modern 
Chinese school jointly established by Chinese reformers and revolutionists in 
Yokohama in 189712 Despite his reputation as Kang Youwei's foremost 
disciple and deputy, Liang began to level scathing criticism against the Qing 
government, calling for its destruction in direct opposition to Kang's 
unrelenting defence of the imprisoned Manchu emperor. 

Liang Qichao met Sun Yat-sen in the early spring of 1899 and when Kang 
left Japan for Canada, he began to work closely with Sun towards promoting 
the revolutionist cause. Drawing from various Chinese sources, Schiffrin 
writes: 

In his negotiations with Sun, he [Liang] is sa id to have agreed to become 
second in command under the revolutionary banner. Sun calmed his fears 
about Kang's fate by saying, "If the disciple becomes a leader, will not the 
master be even more exa lted?" And according to the story, Liang himself 
asserted that Kang could keep on writing books, and if he disagreed with the 
revolutionary program, they would pay no attention to him.1 3 

Meanwhile, with the establishment of the first Protect the Emperor Society 
in Vancouver, Kang Youwei's reformist cause rapidly gained ground among 
the leaders of various overseas Chinese communities who were eager to be 
associated with the Guangxu emperor's former personal adviser. In late 1899 
Liang, having negotiated an alliance with Sun, sent a letter to Kang, signed 
by twelve other members of the reformist camp, suggesting that the master 
retire from politics and that both reformers and revolutionaries be united 
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under a new organization established on republican principles. Kang, then 
in Hong Kong, had already learnt of Liang's planned alliance with Sun from 
members of the reformist group still loyal to him such as Xu Qin ~!IJ . In great 
anger, he wrote back to his mutinous disciples , denouncing their intentions 
and ordering Liang and Ou Qujia @:~ Ej3, who were chiefly responsible for 
the proposed alliance, to travel to Hawaii and San Francisco respective ly to 
campaign on behalf of the reformist cause. 14 

Liang obeyed his former mentor but remained on friendly terms with Sun 
Yat-sen and even asked for Sun's help in advancing his own work in Hawaii. 
Sun provided Liang with a letter of introduction to his elder brother Sun Mei 
l1J\ J§ , a wealthy Chinese businessman known locally as "King of Maui" in 
Hawaii. Sun was later to regret the assistance he rendered Liang when the 
latter made serious inroads into Sun's power-base in Hawaii. Liang's success 
in depleting the ranks of Sun Yat-sen's Revive China Society (Xing Zhong hui) 
in Hawaii to establish the rival Kang Youwei-Ied Protect the Emperor Society 
as the leading political movement of the day angered Sun who accused Liang 
of betraying their agreement of cooperation. In letters written during this 
period, Liang sought to assure Sun that he still advocated anti-Manchuism in 
principle but justified his work for the Protect the Emperor Society on the 
grounds that the public furore over the Empress Dowager's plan to depose 
the Guangxu emperor by naming a new heir-apparent (an imperial decree 
whose announcement coincided with Liang's arrival in Honolulu) made it 
expedient for him to promote the ideal of popular government for the time 
being in the name of protecting the emperor. In a letter dated 28 April 1900 
which represents Liang's last conciliatory gesture to Sun since the latter chose 
not to respond, Liang urged Sun to realize that "the pro-emperor slogan ... was 
too valuable to be sacrificed." He argued that republicanism "could best be 
realized by first restoring the emperor to power and then making him 
president of the republic. "15 

It was in Hawaii that Liang Qichao hoped to attract substantial 
donations from his overseas Chinese supporters for the armed uprising in 
Hankou ti Q that he had first planned with Tang Caichang in Tokyo in 1899. 
Liang had discussed the proposed uprising with Sun Yat-sen whose 
revolutionary group was then planning to stage a similar revolt in Guangdong 
i*. While Liang and Sun had conceived of their respective plans as 
ultimately unified in purpose , the bitter rivalry between the reformist and 
revolutionist groups for donations from the same overseas Chinese communities 
posed serious difficulties for their proposed cooperation. Since both groups 
looked to the same finite albeit considerable pool of overseas Chinese funds 
to develop their projects, they were forced to compete with one another for 
the attention and support of their potential donors . In 1899 and 1900, the 
luminous prestige of recent personal association with the Guangxu emperor 
that Kang Youwei and Liang Qichao enjoyed, coupled with their notable 
scholar-gentry credentials, made them international social and political 
celebrities who far outshone Sun Yat-sen in newsworthiness. As Zhong 
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14 Schiffrin, ibid. , p.164, provides a summary 
of these events drawn from a range of 
primalY and secondary sources. 

15 Ibid., pp.185-8 (on Sun Mei, see also 
pl2) 
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16 As quoted in ibid. , p.184. 

17 Huang, Liang Ch'i Ch'ao and modern 
Chinese liberalism , p.96. 

18 Zhang Pengyuan, Liang Qichao yu Qing 
ji geming [Liang Chichao and late Qing 
revolution] (Tapiei: Academia Sinica, 1964), 
pp.147-8. 

19 Joseph W. Esherick, Reform and revo
lution in China: the ]911 revolution in 
Hunan and Hubei (Ann Arbor, Mich.: 
University of Michigan Press, 1998), pp.19-
20. This revised edition is little changed 
from Esherick 's original 1976 publication. 
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Gongyu t; I * (a.k.a. Chung Kun Ai) , one of Sun Yat-sen's closest friends , 
recalls of Liang's visit to Honolulu: 

Everyone wanted to meet this famous reformer. I too called and fell under 
the spell of the man. A group of us were so enthusiastic that we formed a 
branch of the "Protect Emperor Party" .... We collected subscriptions to send 
to the main bodies in Macao and Hong Kong. In all, I must have sent $30,000 
of our currency. Liang himself was in great demand as a speaker. His 
intimate, behind-the-scene sketches of political intrigue and corruption in 
Peking, his picture of the pitiful Emperor Guangxu imprisoned in a small 
pavilion in the South Lake within the Forbidden City, and his outline of the 
reforms that would be necessary to make China a modern country; these and 
other talks kept our enthusiasm at white-heat .... Many persons gave Liang 
money for his personal use. 16 

Liang's talent as a raconteur contributed to his success as a political 
campaigner and he would often shrewdly flaunt his own 'insider's" knowledge 

of the imperial court. This was a winning formula that he would later repeat 

in his political campaigns in Australia. Liang had originally planned to make 
Hawaii merely the first of a series of fund-raiSing destinations in the United 
States, across which he would travel in order to raise "millions of dollars" 
towards the armed uprising to be led by Tang Caichang in central China. 17 

These plans came to nought when an outbreak of bubonic plague in Hawaii, 
occurring a few weeks after Liang's arrival, led the U.S. government to impose 
a ban on all Chinese travelling to the mainland . Moreover the health 
authorities in Hawaii had accidentally set fire to the entire Honolulu 
Chinatown in an attempt to curb the plague. This resulted in Chinese property 
owners incurring losses of an estimated three million dollars (for which the 
Hawaiian government compensated them for only half that amount two years 
later), which greatly reduced the amount of money that they were able to 

donate to Liang's cause in 1900. Zhang Pengyuan ~jO!f:l!llil observes that this 
series of unfortunate events occurring in the first weeks of Liang's stay in 
Hawaii effectively sealed the fate of the doomed uprising. IS 

In 1899, when Liang Qichao, Tang Caichang and other members of the 
reformist group who were Liang's supporters began to discuss the possibility 
of staging an uprising in Central China, they were mostly under thirty years 
of age. Joseph Esherick further notes that though they were descended from 
lower gently families: 

... many had shown a disdain for literary studies and an interest in boxing, 
swordsmanship or secret societies during their adolescence. All of them felt 
a deep sense of patriotic mission in the years following China's defeat in the 
war with ]apan.19 

Soon after arriving in Hawaii , Liang took the bold step, unprecedented by 
Kang or Sun, of joining the Triads (Sanhe hui =:: fQ~) in order to rally 

support from this powerful secret society, which had many members in 
Hawaii, to his increasingly militant cause. This move reflects Liang's highly 
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pragmatic approach to political activism during this time as both he and Tang 
Caichang had already decided to recruit troops from among the secret 
societies in the Yangzi Valley for their Independence Army (Zilijun §J :il.~ ), 
the military force that would launch their uprising.2o 

Although the uprising was not originally planned to coincide with the 
Boxer trouble in the north, the rapid escalation of attacks on foreigners in the 
early months of 1900, culminating in the Qing court's declaration of war on 
the foreign powers on 21 June 1900, provided a window of opportunity that 
Liang and the other organizers of the proposed Hankou uprising found 
irresistible. The Qing court had encouraged the disturbances created by the 
Boxers in Peking and other parts of northern China. This produced a complex 
situation where influential provincial governors like Zhang Zhidong and Li 
Hongzhang *~!if in central, south and south-east China held independent 
discussions with the representatives of foreign powers and disavowed 
Peking's declaration of war but without rejecting the legitimate authority of 
the Qing court. Both leading reformers and revolutionaries, including Sun 
Yat-sen, Kang Youwei, Liang Qichao and Tang Caichang, were also engaged 
in negotiations with these provincial governors and with foreign consuls in 
the hope of gaining their support at a time when the future of the Qing 
dynasty appeared uncertain. 21 

In order to make the reformist uprising seem more palatable to these 
politically powerful individuals, Tang Caichang even formed a skeletal parlia
ment, the Chinese Congress (Zhongguo yihui ~ 00 i)(~) which met in mid-
1900 in Shanghai and comprised some of the leading scholars ofthe time. The 
Congress presented a manifesto to the British consul-general in Shanghai on 
26July 1900 requesting British help in restoring the emperor in exchange for 
a Chinese constitutional government which, if established, would be based 
on the British model and would employ foreign advisers.22 The British, 
however, had doubts about the competence of this Congress and preferred 
to rely on the provincial governors to restore political and social order in the 
aftermath of the Boxer rebellion. The Congress's claim to political legitimacy, 
like that of the Protect the Emperor Society, rested on what was essentially 
Kang Youwei's self-arrogated authority as the imprisoned Guangxu Emperor's 
envoy in exile. The fragility of this claim was exacerbated by what Schiffrin 
has observed as a generally disparaging attitude on the part of the British to 
Kang's ideas , evidenced in the internal correspondence of the British Foreign 
Office, even though they "were much more solicitous of his welfare than they 
were of Sun's": 

Acting Consul Bourne, for example , who interviewed Kang as he fled on the 
S.S. Balaarat on 25 September 1898 [after the coup d 'etat] described the 
reformist leader as being "stuffed up with nonsense by Timothy Richard ." [. .. ] 
Kang's lengthy communication to the British in Hong Kong, including a copy 
of his purportedly secret memorial form the Emperor and a denunciation of 
the Empress Dowager, was considered by the Colonial Office to be no more 
than a "quaint effusion. "23 
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20 The contents of this paragraph have been 
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22 Esherick, Reform and revolution, pp.27-
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British Foreign Office? 
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Meanwhile Liang Qichao's relationship with Kang Youwei had soured 
because of the former's earlier act of 'betrayal' and, as several historians have 
suggested, it was likely that Kang Youwei's support for the uprising, albeit 
staged in the name of restoring the Emperor, was less than wholehearted . 
Liang himself experienced difficulties in fund-raising and was unable to 
deliver more than a fraction of the substantial funds he had earlier promised 
Tang Caichang who, by the early 1900s, had the enormous responsibility of 
overseeing the uprising as commander-in-chief of the Independent Army. 
From his correspondence of the time, as a fund-raiser Liang appears to have 
been somewhat erratic and impulsive. In early 1900, he heard that an Ameri
can millionaire had allegedly donated thirty million dollars towards buying 
arms for the democratic Cuba cause. Before he had even met with this sup
posedly generous donor, Liang told Tang he was confident of raising ten 
million dollars from him. 24 Furthem10re, Liang engaged an American businessman 
to act as his agent in the United States, giving him $20,000 to promote the cause 
of the reformist uprising among Americans on the mainland when he was 
prevented from travelling there himself In his letters to Kang of March-April 
1900, Liang expressed the hope that, as Schiffrin summarizes it, "if the 
Americans invested money in the pro-emperor movement, they would 
eventually throw in men and arms to protect their investment. " It was to this 
same American agent, identified only as "Heqin" tilx (Hutchins I) that Liang 
looked to making contact with the alleged pro-democratic Cuban American 
millionaire. Zhang Pengyuan describes the agent as a confidence trickster 
whom Liang never heard from again. Reading the same sources, Schiffrin traces 
Liang's relationship with Heqin to their first meeting in 1898 at Li Hongzhang's 
office in Peking and notes that Heqin later fought in Cuba. 25 

Zhang Pengyuan notes that of the eighty to ninety thousand dollars Liang 
managed to raise in Hawaii, he remitted only forty-four thousand to Tokyo 
and Macau to support the uprising. 26 There are conflicting accounts given of 
both Kang and Liang's fund-raising activities of this period. Basing his 
summary on Ding Wenjiang's biography of Liang (Liang Rengong Xiansheng 

Nianpu Changpian Chugao ~ff0Jt1:.1fi.tK~tafiWj) and personal 
accounts by Feng Ziyou and other activists of the era , Schiffrin writes: 

It has been estimated that three hundred thousand dollars were subscribed 
at this time, of which one third came from Qiu Shuyuan lQ);J5ii1ZQ [a.k.a. Khoo 
Seck Wanl, the Singapore millionaire , another third from Liang in Hawaii, 
and the rest from other overseas supporters . According to the Hubei student, 
Zhu Hezhong *;fO ~, Kang kept most of his money and thereby made 
himself wealthy for the rest of his life . Only $20,000 was sent to Tang 
Caichang and the latter, according to Zhu, spent most of it in the brothels 
and gambling dens of Shanghai. Fan Wen-Ian V[)(1~ claims that Kang 
raised $600,000 and kept it all for himself. Chung Kun Ai, who had been one 
of the generous Baohuang hui contributors in Hawaii in 1900, reports his 
subsequent disillusionment with the organization as a result of his sLlspicions 
concerning its financial dealings. A more sympathetic accoLlnt, however, 
states that Qiu Shuyuan contributed only $20,000 and that all of it went to 
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the Hankou plotters. The Manchu government exacted revenge by arresting 
the entire Qiu clan in China. 27 

Insufficient funds gravely affected Tang's ability to organize the Independent 
Army, made up as it was of mainly secret society recruits whose loyalty could 
be secured only by promises of substantial financial reward. Meanwhile 
rumours circulated both within and outside China of vast sums of money 
being accumulated by the leaders of the Protect the Emperor Society for their 
war effort in Central China. As a result, leaders of the Ge lao hui ~~~ 
(Society of Brothers and Elders), the dominant secret society in the Yangtze 
Valley who had earlier been cultivated by Sun's revolutionist group shifted 
their allegiance to Tang and the other reformist organizers of the Independence 
Army 28 The funds that Liang raised in Hawaii, which were significantly 
smaller than he had expected, were further delayed in reaching Tang because 
of interference from the Chinese consul in Honolulu. Moreover, Kang 
Youwei's control of the Protect the Emperor Society headquarters in Macau 
and Liang's greater influence over the Tokyo branch led Liang to send most 
of the funds he raised to Tokyo rather than Macau. This created dissension 
within the organization, which led to confusion and mistrust, with both the 
Tokyo and Macau branches accusing one another of bad faith. 29 

The uprising was scheduled to take place on 9 August 1900, a time when 
the Boxer Movement was still creating much chaos in the north. Insufficient 
funds forced Tang to postpone the uprising several times and he had the 
added difficulty of maintaining the loyalty of secret society recruits who were 
unhappy with being paid less than they had expected.30 The date of the 
uprising was finally set for 23 August 1900 but it had already become clear 
a day or two earlier that the Qing court (including both the Empress Dowager 
and the Guangxu Emperor) had been safely evacuated to Xi'an ®!J2 and that 
Li Hongzhang would be negotiating peace terms with the foreign powers. For 
Zhang Zhidong, this meant that the Qing dynasty was clearly still the 
legitimate political authority and with British assistance (since the Independence 
Army's headquarters were based in the British concession in Hankou), he 
arrested the leaders of the planned uprising on 22 August and executed them 
the same day.31 

Liang Qichao had set sail from Hawaii for Shanghai on 16 July 1900 after 
receiving a telegram from Shanghai urging his return, which indicates that he 
believed the success of the uprising was imminent. He arrived in Shanghai 
only to discover that Tang and the other leaders of the uprising had been 
executed and the secret society recruits for the Independence Army had 
dispersed. He remained in Shanghai for ten days and then set off for 
Singapore to meet with Kang Youwei. Soon after, he made his way to 

Australia. 32 Thus began a period of isolation from friends and allies in Liang's 
political life. Many within the Protect the Emperor Society held him 
personally responsible for the uprising's failure and the deaths of twenty 
members of the organization. Qin Lishan * fJ LlJ, one of the uprising's 
organizers who managed to escape to Singapore, also accused Kang Youwei 
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of financial mismanagement. Citing Feng Ziyou, Schiffrin notes that Qin's 
accusations led Qiu Shuyuan, one of the Society's main benefactors, to break 
off relations with both Kang and Liang. The repercussions continued a few 
years after the abortive uprising when secret society leaders of the Yangtze 
Valley who had supported the Independence Army demanded belated 
payment for their selvices from Kang You wei in Hong Kong. They threatened 
to kill him when he reported them to the police. 33 

Meanwhile, although Liang Qichao's relationship with Kang Youwei had 
become velY strained from late 1899 onwards, he continued to be publicly 
identified with Kang as deputy leader of the Protect the Emperor Society. Sun 
Yat-sen had broken off relations with him and survivors of the uprising 
blamed Liang for its failure. As a result, Liang's support base within the Society 
was Significantly undermined even in his former Tokyo stronghold. Liang 
does not provide us with his reasons for visiting Australia at this critical period 
in his life when he was under suspicion and ostracized by those with whom 
he had been close or whose friendship he had cultivated. That the executed 
leaders of the uprising included a close friend and several former students 
would also have deeply affected Liang. Undoubtedly, when he met with Kang 
Youwei in Singapore, his former mentor would have played some part in 
directing him to reach the decision to travel to Australia. Occurring as it did 
between two significant periods of his life that have found ample historical 
representation in both Chinese and English over the last century, Liang's 
Australian sojourn is notable for its insignificance in the historical record. As 
noted at the outset, this is a largely a result of Liang's own uncharacteristic 
silence. Yet because the period Liang lived in Australia, between late October 
1900 and early May 1901, marks the passage from his abject political failure 
to his resurgence as a leading advocate of nationalist values through his New 
Citizenjoumal (Xin min congbao ~~M1ID, it constitutes an interesting 
narrative gap that invites both reflection and speculation. It also draws 
attention to both the appeal and impossibility of closure in historical 
discourse, as the "why's" that certain recovered textual fragments seem to 
answer are in turn complicated by the possibilities of reading. 

We know that when Liang wrote to Kang Youwei on 4 April 1900, urging 
him to visit Australia instead of going to Hawaii as Kang had planned, their 
relationship was already under severe strain. Kang was then in Singapore and 
Liang was in Hawaii. Kang would have been pleased with Liang's success in 
fund-raising for the Protect the Emperor Society but deepening internal 
rivalry within the Society leading up to the failed uprising in August 1900 
would tend to suggest that little trust remained between Kang and Liang. In 
the letter, Liang writes: 

Singapore is a place where high-ranking Chinese officials congregate and 
their influence is too great for us to be effective there . Since Australia is in 
a remote part of the world, it may be easier for us to gain advantage and 
support there instead. After all, it is also a British colony but one where 
Chinese authorities are not present. Therefore, there will be little opposition 
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to our organization and it can easily be developed. Sir, if you are willing to 
grace that place with your authoritative presence, we will have certain 
success. Since your movements in Singapore are restricted , you are effectively 
being forced to be dormant when we are so hard-pressed for time. Sir, do 
you agree with what I have said?34 

Three weeks after writing this letter to Kang, Liang made his final appea l 
to Sun Yat-sen for continued cooperation, proposing that the Guangxu 
Emperor be made the president of the new re public to be established after 

the success of the uprising in central China. Some months earlie r, towards the 
end of 1899, prominent overseas Chinese in Sydney had issued an invitation 
to Kang Youwei to visit them, an invitation that Kang did not act upon.35 In 
October 1899, Kang had personally written to Quong Tart (Mei Guangda 

~j[;:iZn , arguably the most prominent overseas Chinese merchant in 
Sydney of the time, urging him to form the Australian branch of the Protect 
the Emperor Society. Kang's letter was supported by an open letter to the 
Chinese in Australia issued by the then nascent Vancouver branch of the 
Society reiterating the urgency of the Emperor's restoration. Yip Ung (Ye En 
Pt J~, ), the president of the Vancouver branch, further echoed Kang's appeal 
in his letter to Quong Tart. Quong Tart, however, had fallen out with the other 
Chinese merchants in Sydney keen on setting up the Society and therefore 

refused to have any part in its formation. 36 It is likely that the loss of this 
influential benefactor undermined Kang's interest in the Society that was 
eventually formed in Sydney, in Kang's absence, in ]anualY 1900. 

Shortly after the Sydney branch of the Protect the Emperor Society was 
established, it issued invitations to both Kang and Liang to visit Australia. On 

7 April 1900, Tung Wah News (Donghua xinbao *$WTOO, the leading 
Sydney-based Chinese language newspape r, reported that the Society's 
Sydney branch had raised £3,000 for Liang's travelling expenses. 37 The report 

also noted that owing to Kang's age, members of the Sydney branch had not 
expected the inte rnational leader of their Society to make the long and 
arduous journey to Australia. What is remarkable about this explanation is 
that Kang was only forty-two years old at the time, hardly an old man. But 

despite the seriousness of the Sydney branch's invitation to Liang, it is clear 
that he had no interest in visiting Australia in April 1900 as he was then busy 
raising funds in Hawaii and planning for his own triumphant return to China 

in the event of the uprising's success. Meanwhile , Liang had also formed a 
romantic attachment to He Huizhen ¥"jlJ~~, a young overseas Chinese 
woman in Hawa ii who acted as his interpreter. Prior to leaving Hawaii for 
Shanghai, Liang wrote to his wife (Li Huixian *~1llJ) that he had not seen 
He Huizhen for almost a month in order to avoid negative publicity; that his 
feel ings for her had caused him much emotional turmoil and that in all his 
twenty-eight years, he had not seen himself in such a ridiculous state.38 

This lengthy prologue provides an important context for Liang's visit to 
Australia insofar as it indicates the compleXity of Liang's political and 

personal life at the time of his visit. Soon after the fail ed uprising and the 
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execution of its leaders, when Liang found himself under suspicion from 
within his own organization and shunned by Sun Yat-sen and former 
associates within the global Chinese activist network , he had expressed a 
desire to retire from politics to become a monk. 39 But a month or so later he 
chose to continue with his political career by setting off to campaign for funds 
in Australi a in his capacity as international deputy leader of the Protect the 
Emperor Society. 

The Chinese In Australia: 1900-1901 40 

By the time Liang Qichao visited Australia , the economic activities of the 
overseas Chinese communities here were already markedly different from 
the predominant activity of gold-mining that characterized the communities 
of the 1850s when southern Chinese sojourners first arrived in great numbers. 
Many of the gold-mines were depleted and the numerous miners who had 
not made enough money to establish their own businesses or return to China 
turned to different kinds of manual labour for their livelihood. 41 Market
gardening attracted the majority of these former miners while cabinet-making 
also flourished. Hawking, laundering and cooking were also dominant 
occupations.42 But the few who made a fortune in gold-mining in the later 
half of the nineteenth century were able to distinguish themselves from the 
majority of the working class Chinese in Australia by joining the ranks of an 
emergent Chinese merchant elite. 

Ch inese merchants became a significant group in the overseas Chinese 
communities of Australia in the late nineteenth century when increasing 
numbers of Chinese arrivals from the 1850s onwards created a demand for 
imported Chinese goods.43 By 1901, the merchant class represented 11.1 
percent and 15.6 percent of the Chinese populations in Victoria and New 
South Wales respectively 44 Unlike their labouring counterparts, Chinese 
merchants conducted their business with people from both the European and 
Chinese communities. In the two decades after 1870, the rapid decl ine of the 
Chinese mining population in rural areas was concomitant with a significant 
increase in the number of Chinese people in urban areas, especially in the 
cities of Melbourne and Sydney45 This period also saw the Chinese 
merchants' rise to socia l and political power as leaders of county gu ilds and 
societies that were establ ished within the various Chinese communities. The 
funct ion of these guilds and societies was to protect the interests and to 
regulate the behaviour of their members; that admission was granted solely 
on the basis of one's county origin indicates the presence of mutual prejudice 
and rivahy between people from different counties. 

At the time of Liang Qichao's visit, these county gu ilds and societies were 
well established in both Sydney and Melbourne. In Melbourne, guilds and 
societies founded by those from the See Yap (Si yi 1m ~J and Sam Yap (San 
yi =-~) regions were particularly influential because the majority of the 
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Chinese in Melbourne came from counties located in these two regions of 
Guangdong province46 That Liang Qichao was from Sun Hui (a lso spelt 
Sunwui, Xinhui jf~) county in the See Yap region added to the interest of 
local See Yap leaders in his visit. Indeed Liang was to later complain to Kang 
You wei that the enthusiasm of the Chinese people in Melbourne for the 
Protect the Emperor Society extended only as far as his county-ties with them 
and that their interest in the Society and its proposed reforms evaporated with 
his departure from MelbourneY The Chinese population in Sydney was 
more diverse and a greater range of county-societies was established there, 
including those that catered for the numerous migrants from Chang Shen 
(Zengcheng~:!ntl , Tung Kuan (Dongguan *JID and Chung Shan (Zhongshan 
q:t [.i!) counties in Guangdong48 

The clannishness of the Chinese in Australia , particularly of those in 
Melbourne, was exacerbated by decades of hostility towards the Chinese on 
the part of the European communities and the various discriminatory laws 
levelled against Chinese immigrants. By forming themselves into county
based groups, the Chinese afforded themselves some degree of social 
insulation from an unfriendly environment. Restrictive immigration laws 
were first introduced in Victoria in 1855 when the number of Chinese in that 
colony increased by some 15,000 between 1854 and 185549 But these laws 
proved ineffective as Chinese migrants were able to land in New South Wales 
and South Australia where restrictive immigration legislation was not yet 
introduced. As gold-fever soared, both these colonies 
passed restrictive legislation against the Chinese and 
the number of Chinese arriving in the three colonies 
of Victoria , New South Wales and South Australia 
progressively decreased in the period between the 
ea rly 1860s and the late 1870s. This deCl'ease led to the 
repea ling of restrictive legislation in the late 1870s but 
by 1880, with the rise in the number of Chinese 
migrants, particularly in New South Wales, even 
stricter restrictive legislation was re-introduced. By 
this time, the European communities were unified in 
the defence of a White Australia and the majority of 

Figure 2 

This cartoonjlrst appeared in The Worke r (Brisbane) in 
1901 and is reprinted in Bill Hornadge, The ye llow peril: 

a squint at some Australian attitudes towards Orientals 
(Dubbo, NSW- Review Publications, 1976), p.91 (courtesy 

of Bill Hornadge). It appeared on the occasion of 
(Queensland) Premier Philip 'sfailure in opposing the 

introduction of the White Australia Policy in favour of a 
separate motion for the colony of Queensland, one that 

would allow sugar planters in Queensland to have 
continued access to cheap Chinese and Kanaka labour 
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Australian workers joined in the fight against Chinese immigration. This 
overwhelming hostility resulted in high rates of departure among Chinese 
migrants to Australia during the 1880s. But it is worth noting that the often 
temporary nature of early Chinese settlement in Australia, with many 
intending to return to China once they had earned enough money, was also 
an important contributing factor to the high rates of departure during the 
1880s50 

The Chinese communities in Australia were largely working-class with 
leadership provided by a merchant elite minority. European communities 
treated these two classes ve1Y differently; while Chinese labourers were 
strongly discriminated against, affluent Chinese merchants were generally 
admired for their ability and social conduct even though there was some 
public concern that European women found them highly attractive 5 1 Indeed, 
advocates of restrictive immigration legislation were at pains to point out that 
working-class Chinese were their targets since they were the ones who posed 
the threat of lowering the standard of living in Australia. Even at the height 

of debates on anti-Chinese legislation in 1888, a 
member of the Victorian parliament remarked 

From Illustrated Australian News, 1 September 1893 (reprinted in 
Hornadge, The yellow peril, p38 !courtesy of Bill HornadgeJ) 

that, "All that a Chinese merchant would have to 
do would be to ask for a permit, and no matter 
what government was at the head of affairs he 
would be sure to get it. "52 

Although they were not the targets of anti
Chinese legislation, the most influential Chinese 
merchants of the day, together with Chinese 
clergymen, led the defence of the Chinese in 
debates on anti-Chinese legislation of the late 
1880s. Legislation against the working-class 
Chinese affected the Chinese elite in Australia in 
two ways: they suffered from the same humiliation 
of racial discrimination and the reduction of the 
Chinese population was detrimental to the 
merchants ' commercial interests in expanding 
the market for Chinese goods. By the time of 
Liang's visit, the Chinese population in both 
Victoria and New South Wales was considerably 
smaller than what it had previously been. This 
was particularly true of Victoria where the Chinese 
population in 1901 (6,347) was only about half its 
size in 1881 (11 ,959). The following table, based 
on published figures in the 1925 Q[ficial Yearbook 
for the Commonwealth of Australia shows a 
general decline of the Chinese population across 
the colonies, except for South Australia and 
Western Australia. 
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Table 1: Population Figures/or the Chinese in Australia in 1891 and 1901 53 

1891 1901 

New South Wales (males) 13,048 10,063 
(females) 109 159 

Victoria (m) 8,355 6,236 
(f) 134 111 

Queensland (m) 8,497 7,637 
(f) 27 35 

South Australia (m) 180 270 
(f) 2 17 

Western Australia (m) 914 1,503 
(0 3 18 

Tasmania (m) 931 482 
(0 8 24 

Northern Territory (m) 3,598 2,962 
(f) 15 110 

AUSTRALIA (m) 35,523 29,153 
(f) 298 474 

The formation of the Australian Federation in 1901 introduced further 
restrictions to Chinese migration when the Immigration Restriction Act 

became the first major piece of legislation to be passed by the new federal 
parliament in December that same year. 54 The significance of this Act, which 
brought uniform legislation against the Chinese across the colonies, would 
not have been unknown to Liang during his stay in Sydney since there were 
many debates about the Immigration Restriction Bill throughout 1901 that led 
up to the Act. Liang, however, leaves no written record of his thoughts on 
this matter during his stay, but published a general critique of the White 
Australia policy in 1905, long after his departure from Australia 55 It is clear, 
however, that the branches of the Protect the Emperor Society that he helped 
to establish in the colonies during this time provided the basis for the Chinese 
in Australia to unite across county ties and regional boundaries on issues of 
national and collective interest. But despite the Society's encouragement of 
unity, Chinese merchants and clergymen, of whom many were associated 
with the Society, were unable to form a single body (representing the Chinese 
communities of Victoria and New South Wales) in their protest against the 
Immigration Restriction Act in 1901. This is not to say that the Society did not 
contribute to growing unity within the Chinese communities of Sydney and 
Melbourne. In August 1901 , less than three months after Liang's departure , 
members of the Society's Sydney Branch convened a special meeting to 
discuss ways of counteracting the Bill before it was passed as an Act. In 
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53 These figures were extracted from the 
much more comprehensive list of Chinese 
population figures 1861-1901 which appears 
in Choi , Chinese migration and settlement 
in Australia, Table 2.1 , p.22. These figures 
include the very small minority of Australian
born Chinese. As Choi notes , in 1901 , there 
were only 128 Australian born Chinese in 
Victoria (70 males and 58 females) and 195 
in New South Wales (114 males and 81 
females). 

54 A brief account of the Act with photo
graphic images of the original Act can be 
found at <http://www.foundingdocs.gov.au/ 
places/ cthl cth4ii.htm#history>. 

55 Liang's disappointment with the White 
Australia policy is discussed briefly towards 
the end of this article. 
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57 Ibid. , pp.6, 12. 

58 Yong, ibid., pp.l27--8, discusses the report 
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Melbourne-based Chinese Times [Aiguo baol 
on 8 September 1904. 

59 Ibid, pp.l20-1. 
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September the same year, Chinese merchants in Melbourne urged the Sydney 
branch to approach British and Japanese shipping companies in Sydney for 
assistance in opposing the Bilp6 But it was not until 1918 that the influential 
Chinese in Sydney and Melbourne were able to launch an effective interstate 
appeal for the relaxation of immigration laws. 57 

When Liang visited Australia, he spent most of his time in the company 
of Chinese merchants and clergymen and would have witnessed the 
important mediating role played by Chinese clergymen in addressing 
problems between the Chinese and European communities . The very small 
minority of Chinese clergymen who worked for the various Christian 
denominations was highly regarded in both the Chinese and European 
communities. During Liang's visit, Chinese clergymen played an active role 
in introducing him to lead ing members of the European communities as well 
as organizing and interpreting for him at public events to promote the cause 
of the Protect the Emperor Society. 

The Sydney Branch of the Protect the Emperor Society in 1900 

The reforms proposed by the Society would ha ve found favour among the 
Westernised Chinese clergy who were likely to have seen it as an effective 
platform for reducing the significance of county-ties and clannishness among 
the Chinese in Australia. The formal English title by which the Protect the 
Emperor Society was known in Australia was the Chinese Empire Reform 
Association, a title that was subsequently adopted for a different political 
organization founded in Melbourne in 1904 that bore no relation to the 
Protect the Emperor Society. That this subsequent Association did not make 
the restoration of the Guangxu Emperor its key objective nor regarded Liang 
and Kang as its leaders leel the Sydney branch of the Society to formally 
dissociate itself from this organization in 1905.58 

It is worth emphasizing that the constitution of the Sydney branch of 
the Society, based as it was on that of the Vancouver branch established by 
Kang Youwei in March 1899, called for both the protection of the emperor 
and the business interests of its overseas Chinese members. It is clear that 
the latter would have commanded the interest of the overseas Chinese 
merchant elite. As C. F. Yong has observed, the collection of funds for 
establishing banks and shipping companies as part of the reform program 
and for commercia l and industrial investment became the dominant function 
of the Protect the Emperor Society in Australia in the years following Liang's 
visit. A clause in the constitution of the Society stated that those who donated 
substantial funds to its cause would be given special privileges to exploit and 
develop China's natural resources in the event of the Guangxu Emperor's 
restoration. 59 

A minimum membership fee of four shillings was set for those who 
wished to join the Society although contributions from Chinese merchants in 
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Sydney ranged from £2 to £1,00060 The elite merchant members of the 
Society included the owners of successful import and export companies, 
general stores and wholesale fruit companies in Sydney. Some of the more 
affluent among these progressive merchants like Chan Harr (Chen Xia ~'I:) 
and George Kwok Bew (Guo Biao ~t~) came to play important roles in the 
commercial development of Hong Kong, Shanghai and Guangdong through 
their involvement with the Protect the Emperor Society. Both were founding 
members of the Society. At the time of Liang's visit, Chan Harr was co
manager of Warley and Co. (Huali Hao $~rj % ),then rated as the third 
biggest store in Fremantle, Western Australia 61 Soon after Liang's departure 
from Australia , Chan Harr went to Sydney to sell shares for a joint-stock 
company he proposed to establish that would engage primarily in import and 
export business and include the founding of a modern department store in 
Hong Kong to be named after the Warley and Co. in Fremantle. Chan Harr 
collected some 163,000 yuan ]I; (£16,300) in shares for his transnational 
enterprise from the Chinese in Western Australia and Sydney. By 1918, the 
Warley and Co. had become the C. H. and S. Warley, a major wholesale and 
retail grocery with its headquarters in Sydney, a branch office in Fremantle 
and substantial shareholdings in the renowned Hong Kong firms of The Sun 
Company, the Sincere Company and Hor Sing and Company62 

George Kwok Bew was a leading figure in the banana trade in New South 
Wales at the time of Liang's visit. As a fruit merchant, he was representative 
of a newly emergent Chinese elite in Australia at the turn of the century. 
Where the old-style merchants had succeeded through engaging in import 
and export trade with China and Hong Kong, the fruit merchants rose to 
importance through their involvement in the banana growing industry in 
northern Queensland63 George Kwok Bew, as proprietor of Wing Sang & Co. 
(Yongsheng guolan 7j(~EJ!~:I*j), became one of the largest wholesale fruit 
merchants in Sydney when the Wing Sang merged with two other fruit 
companies (Wing On 7j(g( and Tiy Sang *"1:) to form Sang On Tiy (Sang 
An Tai 1:~*") in 1902. Sang On Tiy reputedly occupied some 350 acres of 
cultivated banana plantations in Fiji and exported some 10,000 bunches to 
Sydney per fortnight during this period. As they prospered, the owners of 
Sang On Tiy began to look towards Hong Kong and China to expand their 
commercial interests. George Kwok Bew and Philip Gockchin (Guo Quan 
~HjD , proprietor of the Wing On fruit company, were pioneering members 
of the same Guo clan who founded the Wing On and Company Ltd in Hong 
Kong, Guangzhou and Shanghai. (Indeed, the entire Guo clan made its first 
fortune in the banana trade in Australia). By 1917, when George Kwok Bew 
returned to China to become the first director of the Wing On Emporium in 
Shanghai, the Wing On enterprise had developed a range of interests. 
Throughout the twentieth century, it grew into a powerful commercial grou p 
with trans-national assets in banking, hotel and insurance businesses, and 
remains to this day one of the biggest corporate empires in Asia 64 

At its founding in 1900, the Sydney branch of the Protect the Emperor 
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60 Ibid , p.122. 

61 Liu Weiping, "Liang Qichao de Aozhou 
zhi xing," pI 1, p.20. 

62 Yong, New Cold Mountain, pp.54-5, 48. 

63 C F. Yong, "The banana trade and the 
Chinese in New South Wales and Victoria, 
1901-1921" in ANU Historical Journal 1, 
0965-66) 28. 

64 Yong, New Cold Mountain, pp.56-7. See 
also the account "Wing On Company 
Recalled" at <http:// www.sh.com/oldshhail 
wing.htm>. The present-day descendants of 
the pioneering members of the Guo clan 
include the three powerful Kwok brothers, 
Walter, Thomas and Ra ymond, whose 
collective wealth was estimated by Forbes 
MagaZine at US $11.2 billion in 1997. 
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Society comprised 59 committee members and some 249 members. To 
qualify for election to the working committee of the Association, a special 
membership fee of £10 was required (as opposed to the four shillings for 
ordinary membership) . Among those who paid the special membership fee 
to become office-bearers were Thomas Yee Hing (Liu Ruxing xtii9:~), Ping 
Nam (Ye Bingnan Iltwgl¥j), W. R. G. (William Robert George) Lee (Li Yihui 
*~ti~O, George Kwok Bew (Guo Biao) and newspaper editors like Ng 
Ngok-low (Wu Elou ffi~~) and T. Chong Luke (Zheng Lu ~~f~)65 Indeed 
it was the involvement of men like Thomas Yee Hing and Ping Nam in the 
founding of the Society that led Quong Tart to dissociate himself from it, 
despite personal appeals from Kang Youwei and Yip Ung, the president of 
the Society'S Vancouver branch. 

In 1900, Thomas Yee Hing was the managing partner of the import and 
export firm On Cheong and Co. (Anchang ':t:1fJ!J) and the biggest opium 
importer in Sydney66 On Cheong and Co. , established in Sydney in 1865, 
derived its profits largely from the opium trade. 67 Thomas Yee Hing's 
association with the company began in 1877, from which he accrued a 
sizeable fortune but his influence on the Chinese community in Sydney was 
not evident until he became involved with the Protect the Emperor Society 
and a major shareholder in the Society'S organ, Tung Wah News68 As a 
member of the Society, he became active in campaigning against anti
Chinese legislation and, in 1905, he even helped to form the Chinese Anti
Opium League of New South Wales. In the evidence he gave at the Royal 
Commission on Tariff in 1906, he remarked that if opium smuggling could 
not be stopped, he was in favour of absolute prohibition of opium 
importation except for medicinal use as honest competition among importers 
would be impossible 69 It seems likely that Thomas Yee Hing had to 
denounce opium-smoking and advocate its prohibition by this time since he 
was made president of the Protect the Emperor Society in 1905. In this 
context, the Society was a significant catalyst for the formation of organizations 
that represented and protected Chinese interests in Australia across county
ties, including the influential New South Wales Chinese Merchants' Society 
(Zhonghua shangwu zonghui tp ~Im %- iiI,%) in September 1903 under the 
leadership of Thomas Yee Hing and Ping Nam.7° 

Prior to the founding of the Protect the Emperor Society, a business 
association known as the Lin Yik Tong (Lianyi tang If*~1it , or the Chinese 
Benevolent Society as it was known in English) was the first and sole trans
county organization in operation within the Chinese community in Sydney. 
Established in 1892 by W. R. G. Lee, who became a founding member of 
Sydney's Protect the Emperor Society in 1900, the Lin Yik Tong had three civic 
aims: to do charitable work; to promote business relations among merchants; 
and to mediate disputes in the Chinese community. As a well-known 
government interpreter and an import-export merchant of the successful On 
Yik Lee Store (An Yi Li 1(~lti), W. R. G. Lee commanded respect within the 
Chinese community and was a good friend of Quong Tart71 Unlike the 
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Protect the Emperor Society, the Lin Yik Tong was a highly select organization 
that limited its membership to only eight firms involved in the import and 
export trade in Sydney, including Quong Tart's, and was thus resented by 
merchants like Thomas Yee Hing who had been excluded from its 
membershipn 

Quong Tart's withdrawal from involvement with the Protect the Emperor 
Society was primarily a result of his opposition to powerful opium merchants 
like Thomas Yee Hing and Ping Nam since he was a vigorous campaigner 
against both opium-smoking and the opium trade. Quong Tart made his 
fortune in gold claims and used it to establish a successful tea importing 
business and a cafe. He was one of the few Chinese in nineteenth century 
Australia to adopt a totally Western way of life by marrying an Englishwoman 
and living in the exclusive and predominantly European suburb of Ashfield 
in New South Wales. He had personally met with Zhang Zhidong when he 
returned to China for a short visit in late 1888 and was awarded an honorary 
military rank by the Qing court in 1894.73 In 1883, Quong Tart launched an 
extensive anti-opium crusade and obtained 4,000 signatures for a petition 
against the opium trade that he submitted to the Executive Council of New 
South Wales. However, in view of the substantial revenues the colony 
derived from the opium trade, the Council disregarded the issue and nothing 
came of Quong Tart's campaign,74 The hostility between Quong Tart, as a 
leading figure in the Lin Yik Tong, and the opium-merchant founders of the 
Protect the Emperor Society led to a major rift among Chinese merchants in 
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Figure 4 

A group portrait of the 
Lin Yik Tong in 1902. 
Quang Tart is the 
centre figure in the 
front row. W R. C. Lee 
is also in the picture 
although I have been 
unable to identify him. 
(This photograph was 
taken from Margaret 
Tart, The life of 
Quong Tart or, how a 
fore igne r succeeded in 
a British community) 

72 Yong, New Gold Mountain , pp.80-3. 

73 Liu Weiping, "Zaoqi Aozhou huaqiao 
shehuizhong de mingren" [Prominent over
seas Chinese individuals in ea rly Australian 
history] Zhuanji wenxue 20.2: 75. 

74 It is worth noting that in Quong Tart's 
report to the Inspector-General of Police in 
November 1883, after visiting various Chinese 
gold-mining camps in New South Wales in 
the company of Sub-Inspector Brennan, he 
warned of the risk posed by "the wretched
ness and poverty" of Chinese opium smokers 
to Europeans who might "copy" "their 
example. " "In this very city may be found 
many Europeans fast giving way to its 
infatuating influence, men unable to satisfy 
their cravings with intoxicating liquors, 
youths ignorant of its awful results, women 
who by its degrading influences descend to 
the lowest depths of depravity." Quong 
Tart's report strongly echoes the rhetoric 
llsed by advocates of anti-Chinese legislation 
in this and other instances. (Cited in Margaret 
Tart, The Life a/Quang Tart , p.49). 
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Figure 5 

Quang Tm't at 
home in Ash/ield, 

Sydney Oaken 
from Margaret 

Tart, The Life of 
Quong Tart) 
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Sydney shortly after Liang's departure from Australia. The battle line was 
drawn between Quong Tart and his supporters on the one side, and Thomas 
Yee Hing and his supporters on the other. W. R. G. Lee, as both Quong Tart's 
friend and a founding member of the Protect the Emperor Society, left the 
Society in 1901 to bring an action of libel against Chan Chou (Chen Shou 
,*7!r), treasurer of the Society and an ally of Thomas Yee Hing. Liang's visit, 
which effectively secured the social prominence and authority of the Protect 
the Emperor Society in Sydney, brought about the decline of the Lin Yik Tong 
which had previously enjoyed eight years of unchallenged leadership of the 
Chinese community in Sydney. Writing to Kang You wei at the end of his stay 
in Sydney, Liang remarked that as he had been unable to reconcile Quong 
Tart's group with the existing Society, he did not obtain a single cent from 
them in donations. The rift between the two groups deepened with W.R.G. 
Lee fighting three court cases against Thomas Yee Hing's group between 
1901 and 1903.75 W. R. G. Lee also had the support of Sun Johnson (Sun 
Junchen t/J\~ hD, another Quong Tart supporter who was editor of the 
Chinese Australian Herald (Guang yi hua baor-~*1IlD , while Thomas 
Yee Hing had the backing ofW. O. Young (Ouyang Wanqing rY\~I3JJ1X) , 
director of the Tung Wah News, by then the powerful organ of the Protect 
the Emperor Society, and the Society itself which was largely in his control 
in the early 1900s. The split in Sydney's Chinese business community caused 
by this rift ended only with Quong Tart's death after he was brutally attacked 
by an unknown assai lant in July 1903. 
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With Quong Tart's death, Thomas Yee Hing's leadership of the Chinese 
community in Sydney grew rapidly. W. R. G. Lee and his family returned to 
China a month after the tragedy and the Lin Yik Tong, deprived of its two most 
influential members, dissolved only to be immediately replaced by the New 
South Wales Chinese Merchants' Society founded by the triumphant Thomas 
Yee Hing and Ping Nam. This organization was followed a year later by the 
founding of the New South Wales Merchants' Defence Association (Huashang 
huishe *j{ij~:f±) whose membership included Chan Harr and George 
Kwok Bew and which was aimed specifica lly at countering the rise of anti
Chinese sentiment in 1904. The formation of the Anti-Chinese and Anti
Asiatic League in Sydney that year had developed into w idespread agitation 
for the boycotting of Chinese traders. This Association, established by leading 
members of the Protect the Emperor Society, was effective in defending the 
interests of the Chinese merchants to the Australian public and won the 
sympathy and support of several Protestant churches. The Anti-Chinese and 
Anti-Asiatic League was disbanded in 1905 after failing to win public support 
for its cause76 The participation of prominent Chinese merchants in Australia 
in both local social movements and international commercial enterprises 
after they became associated with the Protect the Emperor Society suggests 
the Society's importance in ga lvanizing communal and nationalist sentiment 
as well as encouraging entrepreneurial innovation among the Chinese in 
Australia. Liang's visit was the first encounter for many of the Chinese in 
Australia with an elite scholar-gentry reformer whose political connections 
reached the highest levels of the Chinese government even though he was 
in exile and his "patron" the Guangxu Emperor was under house-arrest. 

For his part, Liang's almost total reliance on the moral , political and 
financial support of overseas Chinese merchants during the years of his 
political exile led to a progressive change in his attitude to merchants. In 
1896, although he had become convinced of the importance of commerce 
and industIy, he described merchants in general as "subversive, manipulative 
and monopolistic,"77 thus displaying a Confucian prejudice that would have 
made it difficult for him to accept merchants as his social equals. By 1903, 
his scorn for the monopolistic tendencies of merchants had turned into 
admiration and he even encouraged them to "combine their efforts with the 
Chinese government into the biggest possible monopolies. "78 Liang's first 
major projects after fleeing China for Japan in 1898 (his newspaper Upright 

Discussions and the establishment of the Great Harmony High School), were 
both funded by Chinese merchants in Tokyo. Yet despite being the 
beneficiary of generous donations by overseas Chinese merchants sympathetic 
to his va rious causes , Liang continued to express a superior attitude to 
merchants in private as the following excerpt from his letter to Kang You wei , 
written prior to his departure from Sydney, demonstrates. Of his Chinese 
merchant hosts, Liang wrote: 

It is most regrettable that the merchants here have a predilection for pomp 
and ceremony. During my stay, when I travelled to different parts of 
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Australia, they spent more than £1,000 on receptions held in my honour. It 
is also most unfortunate that they are fond of presenting me with gifts. I could 
not stop them from giving me things such as a diamond ring worth some £30 
or £40, or a gold medal worth some £20 or £30. 79 To reject such gifts would 
have been a show of disrespect but the gifts themselves are of no use to me. 
It would be a disgrace to sell them and moreover, they would not fetch much. 
Indeed, they are totally meaningless80 

In this context, one might infe r that Liang Qichao found the company of 
Chinese clergymen far more agreeable since extant accounts of his trip relate 
that he had many discussions with them, stayed at their homes and visited 
and spoke in the ir chapels. While in Melbourne, he met with two of the most 
influential clergymen in the Chinese community of the time, James Moy Ling 
(Mei Ling :f1jt~J and the Revd Cheok Hong Cheong (Zhang Zhuoxiong 
j-lEJif.t4t).James Moy Ling was convened to Christianity in the 1870s and upon 
his conversion , helped to establish a Chinese church in Little Bourke Street 
in Melbourne. In the 1880s, he became head of the Chinese Wesleyan Church 
Mission in Melbourne and was assisted in his work by several Chinese 
catechists variously located in Victoria.S] The Revd C. H. Cheong, whose 
father was a Christian convert, arrived in Australia from See Yap in 1863 at 
the age of fifteen. He attended Scotch College in Melbourne, completing his 
final examinations there in 1875 at the age of twenty-seven. He then studied 
at the University of Melbourne and the Presbyterian Theologica l Hall and 
began his work with the Church of England in Victoria in 1884. When he was 
ordained in the Church of England in 1888 at the age of forty, he had already 
established himself as an influential spokesman for the Chinese community 
in Melbourne. In 1879, he co-authored with Lowe Kong Meng (Liu Guangming 
xu:JtI:JJD and Louis Ah MOllY (Lei Yamei tf~1l*), two leading Melbourne 
Chinese merchants, a pamphlet defending the Chinese position in relation to 
debates on the Chinese question in Australia. In 1888, he repeated this 
defence at the height of the anti-Chinese movement in Victoria and New 
South Wales. C.H. Cheong went to England in 1891 to deliver addresses on 
the subject of opium at Exeter Hall and in the Banqueting Room of the British 
Parliament.s2 He interpreted at Liang's major public addresses in both 
Melbourne and Sydney. 

Bilingual Chinese clergymen like James Moy Ling and C. H. Cheong were 
effective advocates of the interests and rights of the Chinese communities in 
Australia as they moved with ease between the European and Chinese 
communities, as did William Ah Ket, a prominent Australian-born Chinese 
lawyer who interpreted for Liang in Bendigo. At the time of Liang's visit, 
William Ah Ket (Mai Xixiang 3i:~:ff or Marc Sec Cheong as he was known 
in Cantonese transliteration) was twenty-four and at the start of what was to 
become a highly successful legal and public career in Melbourne. He was the 
first Chinese barrister to be admitted to practice in Victoria and his formidable 
reputation gained him many influential clients. He was an active campaigner 
against anti-Chinese discriminatory legislation and his high standing within 
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both the European and Chinese communities led to his appointment in 1912 
as Victoria's representative, as part of the overseas Chinese delegation, to the 
inaugural session of the National Parliament convened under the auspices of 
the newly-founded Republic of China. William Ah Ket was also twice 
appointed as the Consul-General for China in Australia , in 1913-14 and in 

19178 3 

Although Liang Qichao leaves no written account of his impressions of 
these individuals, it seems likely that he would have found a striking 
difference between them and the Chinese merchants who were his strongest 
supporters. Unlike the merchants whose support of the Protect the Emperor 
Society was substantially informed by their own commercial interests, these 
highly-Westernized Chinese who married European women and chose to 
have their children educated at Australian schools and universities were 
permanent settlers with few ambitions for building business empires in 
China. Their interest in China would have been secondary to their concern 
over the local Chinese situation in Australia in which they continued to play 
a leadership role by virtue of their high social standing. Thus the support of 
men like James Moy Ling, C.H.Cheong and William Ah Ket for Liang's cause 
during his visit was part of their long-term campaign for better treatment of 
the Chinese in Australia. Their primaly concern would have been with local 
issues of reform, rather than with the Emperor's restoration and reform goals 
in a distant China, even though they would have regarded the latter as 
important for elevating the status of the Chinese overseas. 

At the time of Liang's visit, the Chinese in Australia, unlike those in the 
United States, the Straits Settlements and Hong Kong, did not have a Chinese 
consulate that could address the colonial governments on their behalf on 
issues of discrimination and restrictive immigration. Effective advocates of 
Chinese rights within the Chinese communities were a very small minority 
and their success in defending the Chinese position was generally limited. In 
1887, two Chinese commissioners (Wang Ronghe .3:.5R~ and Yu Rui ~JW) 
visited Australia under instructions from Zhang Zhidong to explore the 
overseas Chinese situation and they recommended the establishment of a 
Chinese consulate in Australia on their return. When the British Secretary of 
State for the colonies H. T. Holland consulted the Australian colonial 
governments on this matter, the latter unanimously requested that the British 
home government obtain terms from the Chinese government similar to those 
concluded between the U.S. and China for preventing Chinese immigration. 
Thus nothing came of the Chinese commissioners' recommendation84 

Indeed, it was the absence of a Chinese consulate in Australia that, as 
Liang urged Kang in April 1900, made it an ideal place to promote and raise 
funds for the Protect the Emperor Society. It is interesting to note that on 17 
September 1898, just four days before the Hundred Day Reform Movement 
of 1898 abruptly ended and forced Liang Qichao into exile, the Tung Wah 
News carried the following report requesting the appointment of a Chinese 
consul to Australia: 
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85 As quoted and translated in Yang, The 
New Gold Mountain, p.21. 

86 See Tung Wah News, 21 November 1900 
and 15 December 1900. 

The Chinese restrictions are getting stricter every day and if more 'harsh' laws 
were added, the Chinese would lose their established footing in Austra lia. The 
best way to cope with the pending crisis is to unite all leading Chinese in major 
Australian cities to petition to the Foreign Office in China informing it of the 
interests and sufferings of Chinese subjects. His Majesty the Emperor should 

Figure 6 

Group picture of Kang Youwei (seated, centre, middle row) with family 
members andfriends in the United States in 1907 Luo Chang ~ ~ (Lo 
Chong), then studying at Oxford, stands on the left in the back row. In 
front of Luo is his wife-to-be, Kang Tongbi * ~~, then a student at 
Barnard College (seated on Kang 's right) ((romI P. Lo, K'ang Yu-wei: 
a biography and a symposium, p.206) 

be asked to send out a Consult to Australia 
to look after the interests of his nationals. It 
would lift the prestige and dignity of China 
internally and would protect the rights and 
interests of the Chinese subjects externally. 85 

In the absence of official Chinese repres
entation, Liang Qichao's visit provided the 
Chinese in Australia with their first opportunity 
to raise the profile of their communities. 
Liang's tour of Australian towns and cities 
received coverage in the major English 
language newspapers and he was often 

welcomed as a visiting foreign statesman by 
leading members of the various colonial 
administrations. It is worth noting that the 

reports of Liang's vis it published in the Age 
and Argus in Melbourne, the Sydney Morning 
Herald and the South Australian Register do 
not mention local concerns over anti-Ch inese 
discrimination in Australia in relation to Liang's 
reform program. Similarly, no mention is 
made of Liang's views on restrictive immig
ration in either the English or Chinese language 

press. Yet, within a month of Liang's departure 

from Sydney for Japan , the Immigration 
Restriction Bill received its first hearing in 

Parliament on 5 June 1901. 
Let us recall at this juncture that the terms 

"Liang Qichao" and "the Chinese in Australia" 
denote asymmetrical modes of historical 
representation. The former designates an 
individual subjectivity, richly elaborated 
through ideas, events, feelings and visions 
authored in that name while the latter reduces 

and homogenizes a vast heterogeneous range 
of lived and recorded experiences to a specific 
ethnic group. It is crucial to note this asym

metry for it directs the mode of narration taken 
towards anticipating a "fuller" story to be told 
about Liang, as if new textual "evidence" 
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might fill lacunae in existing narratives towards the recovery of historical 

substance and certainty. Yet, precisely because Liang has written so little about 

his experiences in Australia , thus consigning this period of his otherwise amply 

recorded life to historical insignificance, what emerges from an attempt at its 

historical "recovery" is the performative aspect of historical discourse itself. By 

means of strategic juxtaposition of textual excerpts from published accounts 

and the represent-ations they provide of events and individuals, a certain lived 

subjectivity named Liang Qichao is called forth, against which all other 

subjectivities are rendered secondary, cast in supporting roles to enhance the 

complexity of the protagonist's character. Liang's enormity in the historiography 

of modern China directs our narration to take this form. Yet, his silence inhibits 

any easy claim on our part to historical certainty and reminds us that we are 

no longer in the domain of intellectual histoly. Rather, our engagement is 

primarily with journalistic reports that resist dialogue with Liang's "mind, " even 

though what we "recover" of Liang through these prosaic accounts might lead 

us to anticipate such dialogue. The following is a translation of the first lengthy 

account of Liang's trip published in two parts in the bi-weekly Tung Wah News 

in late 190086 

An AccounT of MR Liang ZhUORU'S !Jj?:*llo TRaveLs 111 AusTRaLia 
By hIS PeRsonaL SecReTaRY Luo Chang 87 

On 7 October [1900] Mr Liang started on his journey to Australia from Penang. 

On the 11th, we reached Colombo in Ceylon where the ship then turned 

eastward. Our ship was delayed at the Suez Canal and we had to wait in Ceylon 

for six days before we could board it. In the past there were ten or more 

Chinese people living in Ceylon and they even ran a fairly prospe rous store. 

But since the trouble started by the Boxers in China , they have bee n insulted 

and bullied by the local people and, one by one, all of them have returned 

home. Today, no Chinese remains in that place. Since the [Chinese] government 

has not undergone reform, our strong and troublesome neighbours have made 

it impossible for our Chinese merchants overseas to conduct their business in 

peace. Whose fault is this? Alas! Those who lack knowledge say that a country's 

strength or weakness does not affect the lives of its people. How then would 

they view our fe llow-countrymen in Ceylon!88 

On 16 October, we boarded the ship at Colomb089 There was a typhoon 

and the ship drifted with the wind for four days and four nights. On the 25th, 

it reached Fremantle in Western Australia. Our fellow-provincials from various 

towns in Western Australia had earlier received a telegram from the Protect the 

Emperor Society in Sydney and knew that Mr Liang would be passing through 

this part of Australia. More than te n men, including Mr Bao Chi fffi1;R , Mr Paul 

Soong Quong (Song Guang *r~),9° Chan Harr (Mr Chen Xia) , Mr Li 

87 The Chinese title of this account is "Liang 
Xiaolian Zhuoru xiansheng aozhou youj i" 
and the author Luo Chang describes himself 
as Liang's "travelling assistant" (suixing shuji 
i!.lf[11'·=j:Hc) (Xiaolian refers to Liang as a 

I holder of the juren '* A degree and Zhuoru 
is Liang Qichao's haa -% or style). Liang is 
referred throughout the article simply as xian
sheng )tit, which I have translated, where 
appropriate , as "Mr Liang" to retain something 
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l of the account's original tone. Luo Chang 
(1883-1955; also known as Lo Chong), who 
acted as Liang's interpreter in Australia, later 
married Kang Youwei 's second daughter 
Kang Tongbi. Luo was born in Honolulu and 
would have been seventeen when he accom
panied Liang to Australia. A report in Ballarat's 
!be Courier of 24 November 1900 confirms 
his identity as "Mr Lo Chong, a youth 17 years 
of age. " (I am grateful to Sue McKeegan, 
research librarian at the Central Highlands 
Regional Library, Ballarat, for this inform
ation). He later studied at Cambridge Uni
versity and according to Jung-Pang Lo, was 
one "among the many who were sent to 
different places to cany out liaison work, 
transmit messages and transport arms and 
supplies" for the Society's planned uprising 
in Central China of August 1900. See]. P. Lo, 
ed. K 'ang Yu-wei, pp.184 , 188, 245,499 (It 
is worth noting that]. P. Lo is Luo Chang'S 
son.) Luo Chang is also mentioned as having 
been in Tokyo at the Great Harmony High 
School in 1899, its foundational year, and 
would have first met Liang there (Ding 
Wenjiang, Liang /?engong xiansheng nianpu, 
voU , p.92). 

88 Throughout the account, Luo refers to the 
Chinese people variously as tonghao ~ JfEl 
(fellow-countrymen) ,xiangren 5- A (fellow
provincials) or tongren ~ A (fe llow
Chinese). 

89 This was the steam-liner Britlania, as 
mentioned in a short report on Liang's journey 
in the Sydney Morning Herald, 27 October 
1901. 

90 Where there are known Anglicized versions 
of Chinese names, I have used these rather 
than provided pinyin transliterations of their 
names in Chinese. It was the common practice 
in Australia for only the given names to be 
transliterdted, ego QuongTalt for Mei Guangda, 
Thomas Yee Hing for Liu Ruxing. This has 
presented some difficulty in corroborating 
names in English transliteration with those 
that appear in Chinese since surnames have 
generally been omitted from the former. A 
glossary showing Chinese characters against 
Anglicized transliterations in Yong, !be New 
Gold Mountain, has been very useful in this 
regard. The Revel Paul Soong Quong, a Wesley
an Church Chinese missionalY, was an active 
campaigner for Chinese rights in Fremantle 
and Western Australia. See a brief biographical 
description in Yong, !be New GoldMouniain, 
p.l5. 
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91 The Esplanade remains one of Fremantle's 
leading hotels to this day. See a brief historical 
description on the hotel's webpage at <http: 
I Iwww.esplanadehotelfremantle.com.au> . 
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Dianhong *jljU~, Mr HuangJi jUl, Mr Li Shoutian *%133, welcomed 
us on to shore. Before the ship docked, a journalist from the Western press 
had already come on board requesting an interview. After the ship was 
anchored, our fellow-provincials approached and shook hands with us, 
welcoming us most cord ially. They invited Mr Liang to stay in Fremantle for 
at least ten days before proceeding eastwards. Because this town is a long 
way from Sydney, Mr Liang accepted their invitation as he thought he might 
not have the chance to pass by here aga in on his way back to Japan after 
Sydney. That same day, the Society in Sydney sent a telegram to the ship to 
greet Mr Liang and to inform him that arrangements had been made for two 
of its members to meet him in Melbourne. A telegram from Adelaide inviting 
Mr Liang to visit and stay there for a while was also received. 

The main city of Western Australia is Perth and it is twelve miles from 
Fremantle to which it is connected by rail. There are six to seven hundred 
Chinese people living in Perth and if one includes Fremantle and three or 
four other Western Australian towns, there are altogether about a thousand 
Chinese living in this area. 

The day we arrived , a banquet was held for Mr Liang at the Warley and 
Co. [Huali Haol in Fremantle . This store is managed by Chan Harr and Li 
Dianhong and is the third biggest in Fremantle among both Chinese and 
Western stores. It is clear that the Chinese people are excellent businessmen 
whose success, despite the fact that they are outsiders, is equal to that of 
Westerners. After the banquet, our fe llow-provincials [xiang renl took Mr 
Liang to the Esplanade ["Ahshipan"l Hotel j)iiJ±:c!*~. so that he could 

rest. Two reporte rs from the Western press came to interview him. The 
Esplanade is the best hote l in all of Western Australia. It is flanked by the sea 
on its left and to its right, there is a lake. The scenery is very beautiful and 
the hotel decor most sophisticated.91 Mr Bao Chi stayed with Mr Liang at the 
hotel and was extremely attentive to his needs. One can see how much our 
fellow-provincials respect Mr Liang. Mr Bao, a pastor at the Presbyterian 
Church , is enthusiastic and knowledgeable and had a live ly discussion with 
Mr Liang. 

On 26 October, Mr Liang went to Perth by steam-train to visit his fellow
provincials. On the night of the 27th, he spoke at the chapel of the Presby
terian Church. Several hundred people attended this meeting and it was 
thereupon suggested that all those present jo in the Western Australian branch 
of the Protect the Emperor Society. Before this, Mr Bao and others had received 
several letters from members of the Sydney branch urging them to form a 
branch of the Society. They had met once and a dozen or so people had joined 
the Society. By comparison, the achievement of that night was considerable. 
On the 29th , Mr Liang went to stay at Reverend Paul Soong Quong's house in 
Perth so that it wou ld be easier for people to meet him. On the night of the 
30th, he gave a speech at the Town Hall. There were even more Chinese 
people in attendance than on the 27th. The Chinese audience was greatly 
moved by his speech and their patriotism was aroused. When they heard that 
the Emperor was in his present plight because he tried to save his people, none 
could suppress their emotions and each desired to save China from its crisis. 
People rushed to have the ir names registered with the Society. 
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When Mr Liang first arrived in Weste rn Australia , he received a letter of 
invitation from Mr Kuang Liang r~7t , a fe llow-provincial from Geraldton, 
to visit this town. Touched by his sincerity, Mr Liang accepted the invitation 
and trave lled there by steam-train on 31 October, accompanied by Mr Bao 
Chi . They set out early in the morning from Perth and did not arrive there 
until twe lve-thirty at night. Mr Kuang had earlie r taken the train to meet them 
at a station eighteen miles from Geraldton . That night, Mr Liang rested at the 
Geraldton Hotel. 

On 1 November, he gave a speech at the chapel of the Presbyterian Church. 
Altogethe r, there are fewer than thirty Chinese people in this place and all 
of them attended and listened intently that evening. Afte r the speech, Mr 
Kuang proposed the founding of a branch of the Protect the Emperor Society 
and the audience unanimously agreed w ith this proposal , trul y an admirable 
achievement. 

On 2 November, Mr Liang returned to Pe rth from Geraldton by tra in and 
presented a second speech at the Town Ha ll on the 3rd. An even greate r 
number of people joined the Society at this meeting. On the 4th , our fellow
provincials held a farewe ll party for Mr Liang at the Town Hall. The Chinese 
and Western people in attendance numbered in the several hundreds. That 
night, Mr Liang was invited to speak again . His speech was translated into 
English for the benefit of the Weste rners. 92 The Governor of Weste rn Australia 
personally chaired this meeting. He gave an introductory speech in w hich 
he described the nature of Mr Liang's visit and the importance of Mr Liang's 
lecture. Mr Liang then spoke , with Mr Bao Chi as his inte rprete r. All the 
Chinese and Western people listened attentively and applauded with approval. 
After the speech, Reverend Pa ul Soong Quong presented Mr Liang with a 
gold medal on behalf of the Weste rn Australian branch of the Society as a 
token of the ir gratitude and a souvenir of his visit. In accordance with the 
wishes of the Society's membership, Mr Soong Quong handed the medal to 
the Governor, requesting that he present it to Mr Liang on the ir beha lf. The 
Governor presented the medal to Mr Liang with great decorum and Mr Liang 
offe red his thanks in return. That night, Mr Liang stayed at the premises of 
Warley and Co. in orde r to spend more time with his fe llow-provincials. 

At eight on the evening of 5 November, Mr Liang boarded the ship and set 
off from Fremantle.93 More than twenty of our fellow-provincials came to 
send him off, they paid the ir respects and we then departed. 

On 10 November, the ship reached Adelaide, the most important city in 
South Australia. Mr Liang had orig ina lly intended to sail directly on to Sydney 
and to visit the different cities separate ly after se ttling down in Sydney. But 
before we reached shore, Mr Y. S. W. Way Lee CYe Shouhua Ut%~)94 and 
a few othe r Chinese gentlemen came on board the ship together with the 
leader of the South Australian parliament and some members of parliament 
to welcome him. They said that the government of this colony had a rranged 
this welcoming committee and that the Governor had arranged a coach to 
take Mr Liang to the station. His tra in tickets had been o rganized and the 
Governor had also set aside a train for Mr Liang's use when he trave ls to the 
eastern colonies. Mr Liang was greatly touched by this generosity and stepped 
on shore . 

93 

92 Luo Chang refers to English as Xiyu 

]l!j i! rather than Yingyu ~ i! in the 
account. 

93 Liang departed on the R.M.S. India from 
Fremantle for Semaphore Anchorage in 
South Australia, according to the South 
Australian Register, 8 November 1900. 

94 A leading member of the Chinese com
munity in Adelaide, Y. S. W . Way Lee wrote 
an eloquent defence of the Chinese entitled 
"From a Chinaman's point of view," pub
lished in the South Australian Register, 8 
November 1900. 
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95 R. Ca ldwell, M.P. and R. Wood, M.P. were 
I isted among the members of the welcoming 
party. Liang stayed at the York Hotel. See 
South Australian Register, 12 November 

1900 

96 This meeting was also reported in the 
South Australian Register, 14 November 
1900 

97 The Governor of South Australia at the 
time was Lord Tennyson who had gone to 
Port Victoria for a holiday. His secretary was 
Dr Pennefather. See South Australian RegiS
ter, 14 November 1900. Luo's account merely 
refers to Liang being met by a "councillor" 
(canzan !$:1f1') 

98 Liang stayed at the Union Club Hotel. See 
A/EllS, 16 November 1900. 
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Since Adelaide proper is nine miles from where we docked , we travelled 
there by train. A reporter from the Western press met us at the station and 
travelled with us on the train , asking questions of Mr Liang all through the 
journey. Mr Y. S. W. Way Lee and two members of the South Australian 
parliament accompanied Mr Liang into Adelaide and he spent the night at 
a grand hotel 95 Mr Y. S. W. Way Lee was a most attentive host who saw to 
our every need. When the ship docked at the port of Adelaide, Mr Liang 
received a te legram from the See Yap Society in Melbourne requesting 
details of his travel itinerary in order to prepare for his visit. Mr Liang replied 
to them the same day. 

On 12 November, Mr Liang paid a visit to the Chief Justice of the colony 
of South Australia who welcomed him most cordially. The Chief Justice had 
travelled to China during the pe riod of reform [in 1898] and was therefore 
familiar with Mr Liang's activities96 On the 13th, he visited the Mayor of the 
City Council and they drank a toast to one another's hea lth. He had also 
planned to visit the Governor but since the Governor was away at another 
town, he instructed his secretary to welcome Mr Liang in his absence97 In 
the afternoon, we visited Parliament House where the Speaker of Parliament 
welcomed us. There are fifty members of Parliament in the colony of South 
Australia and women have the right to vote. Only South Australians have this 
privilege in the whole of Australia. The neighbouring isl e of New Zealand 
is similar. At four in the afte rnoon, we set off by steam-train to cross over the 
border into the colony of Victoria. 

At 10 am on 14 November, Mr Liang reached the City of Melbourne in 
Victoria. More than fifty eminent members of the local gently and businessmen 
came to welcome us at the railway station. The Chinese and Western 
gentlemen who watched our arrival stood packed together like a wall. 
Together, we took a coach to the hote l98 where we were going to stay and 
drank a toast to Mr Liang's longevity. Mr Huang Zhiqing .~19llP stood up 
to wish Mr Liang well. Mr Liang then stood up to express his gratitude, 
proposed a toast and the reception party then ended with Mr Liang shaking 
hands once again with those in attendance and enquiring after their names. 
Several reporters from the press came and requested interviews. Mr Tan 
Liecheng ~?!!tGX: [a.k.a. Le Meng or Let Sing], a merchant in Ballarat and the 
husband of one of Mr Liang's paternal aunts, also came to Melbourne to 
welcome him. His fe llow-provincials then invited Mr Tan to accompany Mr 
Liang and to stay with him at the hotel. 

On the 15th, he paid a visit to various stores . In the afternoon, the Kong 
Chew Society [Gangzhou huiguan IX] 11'I~iIn gave a banquet in his honour. 
That night, Mr Liang spoke at the Temperance Hall. Reverend C. H. Cheong 
(Zhang Zuoxiong) chaired the meeting, which was attended by an audience 
of between 1,200 to 1,300 people . On the 16th, two directors of the Sydney 
branch of the Protect the Emperor Society, Mr Thomas Yee Hing (Liu Ruxing) 
and Mr W. O.Young [Ouyang Wanqing] came to welcome Mr Liang. Mr 
Liang's plan was to stay in Melbourne for a day or two and then proceed to 
Sydney, returning to Melbourne again at a late r date. The Sydney branch had 
thus sent delegates to meet him in Melbourne and to escort him to Sydney. 
These two delegates welcomed us most cordially when we met them. As we 
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had been invited to Mr Tan Yingcai's it~:t home for afternoon tea that 
day, we set forth in the company of these two gentlemen. Later the same 
afternoon, we visited the fire-station and inspected the fire-engines. That 
evening, we attended a banquet hosted by the Tongchang Co. 

On 17 November, we visited the Governor of this colony, accompanied 
by Reverend C. H. Cheong and Mr Huang Zhiqing99 In the afternoon, we 
went to the Museum. That evening, we attended a banquet hosted by people 
from the two counties of Xinning f,!fT and Kaiping 7f.:1f. After the meal, 
votes were cast for nominations to the various administrative positions in the 
local branch of the Protect the Emperor Society. On the night of the 18th, Mr 
Liang presented a speech at the Temperance Hall. Since this was a Sunday, 
many people from small towns travelled into Melbourne and the audience 
numbered some two thousand people with not a single seat to spare. On the 
19th, we went to see the railway works and the supervisor of the works 
showed us great hospitality by taking us on a guided tour of its various 
departments. That night, Mr Liang spoke again at the Temperance Hall. The 
audience was as large as the previous evening. On the 20th, we went on a 
tour of the zoological gardens, the aquarium, the museum and other sights 
of the Exhibition Gardens. In the afternoon, the elders of Mr Liang's clan 
association (Liang zhongxiao tang ~}itu~::§t) held a banquet in his honour. 
At eleven o'clock that night, Mr Liang went to visit the printing works at a 
large newspaper company. This newspaper prints 120,000 copies daily, 
employs over three hundred people and its machinery is worth 3,400,000 
yuan (£320,000).100 

On the 21st, the See Yap Society held a banquet for us during which its 
committee members called for donations towards membership in the Protect 
the Emperor Society. The donations from this evening amounted to more 
than £700. 

On 23rd November, Mr Liang visited Ballarat. Many of his Melbourne 
supporters went to see him off at the station and two committee members 
of the Society's Melbourne branch, Tan Yingcai and Liang Xiantong ~ wrm 
accompanied us on the journey. Messrs Thomas Yee Hing and W. O. Young 
also travelled with us. At three in the afternoon, the train arrived in Ballarat. 
Our fellow-provincials and Westerners, with both groups numbering in the 
dozens, were at the station waiting to welcome Mr Liang. All these people 
were influential and well-known members of the community. Mr Liang 
shook hands with everyone of them when he alighted from the train. With 
the mayor of the Eastern town [Ballarat Eastl as our guide, we were then 
taken by coach to the Eastern Town Hall where everyone drank to our 
arrival. The Mayor stood up to make a speech during which he praised Mr 
Liang's achievements. Those seated cheered him in unison and all raised 
their glasses to drink to Mr Liang's good health. Mr Liang then stood up and 
expressed his thanks. When these proceedings finished , the Mayor of the 
Western town [Ballarat Westl then escorted us to the Western Town Hall 
where drinks had also been prepared to welcome Mr Liang at an equally 
cordial reception. This was followed by a guided tour of the waterworks 
where a reception equal to those at the two Town Halls was held. After the 
reception, the Western officials present accompanied us by coach to the 
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99 The Lieutenant-Governor of Victoria was 
Sir John Madden. 

100 Liang most likely visited the offices of 
the Argus. 
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101 According to The Courier (24 November 
1900), both "wine and temperance drinks" 
were served at these receptions for Liang. 
Isaiah Pearce was named as the Mayor of 
Ba llarat East and John Whykes as the Ballarat 
West Mayor. In making a toast to Liang, 
Murray was reported to have said that "[our] 
visitor need not be afraid [of the death 
warrant issued by the Qing government] as 
Britishers would give him every protection." 
My thanks to Sue McKeegan for providing 
this information. 
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hotel where we were staying. At the hotel, a sumptuous feast prepared by 
our fellow-provincials awaited us at which many Western and Chinese 
gentlemen were also gathered. Councillor Murray was invited to chair the 
meeting and Mr Liang and the Chinese and Western gentlemen present 
thereupon spoke in turn. They exchanged good wishes and drank to each 
other's good health. Some time later, the meeting ended.101 Another banquet 
had been prepared at Revd Deng Zu's .X~fll. chapel and when that was over, 
we proceeded to the Westerners ' church where Mr Liang was to address 
several hundred people that evening. When Mr Liang finished speaking on 
China's problems, Mr Thomas Yee Hing then related the founding of the 
Sydney branch of the Protect the Emperor Society and proposed that Ballarat 
should establish a branch of the Society as soon as possible. Mr Tan Yingcai 
followed with an account of the founding of the Society's Melbourne branch 
and listed the names of subscribed donors. The Chinese audience listened 
with great interest and was deeply moved. After the speeches ended, Mr 
Liang was accompanied by some of our supporters to the home of Mr Tan 
Liecheng, the husband of one of his paternal aunts, where another reception 
awaited him. At midnight, we returned to the hotel to rest. 

On 24 November, Mr Huang Baoshi jt '* tit invited us to breakfast at his 
home. After breakfast, Mr Liang went on a tour of the School of Mines. In 
Australia, this school is the largest for the study of minerals and is the most 
famous in this part of the world. People in Australia would not consider a 
thousand miles too far to travel to study at this school which also has many 
European students. The director of the school took Mr Liang on a guided 
tour, pointing out its various features in a most attentive manner. After this, 
we set off to a wool mill that employed over three hundred people. This was 
followed by a tour of the public gardens. Mr Liang had wanted to tour the 
mining shafts at a gold-mine but since it was already dusk, this could not be 
done . When we had finished visiting different stores in this town, we went 
to Mr Huang Liquan's jt ~19 * house where we had been invited for drinks. 
At this gathering, our supporters discussed the matter of donations to the 
Protect the Emperor Society and about £100 in donations were pledged. In 
the evening, Mr Liang spoke at the Westerners' church once more to an 
audience as large as the previous evening's. When he finished speaking, Mr 
W. O. Young and Mr Thomas Yee Hing both spoke in turn. 

On the Campaign Trail in Australia 

Despite its humdrum tenor, the preceding account of Liang's travels, 

amounting to no more than a summary of his itinerary for the most part, is 

nonetheless of historical value for the information it provides about Liang's 

movements. That Luo Chang'S account was intended for publication in the 

Tung Wah News might help to explain the propagandistic tone of his writings. 

Tung Wah News, founded in Sydney On 29 June 1898, was the second Chinese 
newspaper in Australia (after the Chinese Australian Herald). Both co

existed in Sydney without obviolls rivalry until the severe rift (discllssed 
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earlier) between Quong Tart and Thomas Yee Hing and their respective allies 

occurred in 1901 shortly after Liang's departure. Founded as a joint-stock 
corporation with paid-up capital of £1,000 divided into four thousand shares 
held mainly by Chinese merchants in Sydney, the Tung Wah News (Donghua 

shibao *$A..rtIV became the organ of the Protect the Emperor Society 
when the Sydney branch was established in January 1900. The upper fl oor 
of the newspaper's offices at 166 George Street, Sydney, became the Society's 
headquarters in Australia. Thomas Yee Hing, who had bought 300 shares of 

the newspaper amounting to £75, was a major shareholder who came to 
exercise significant control ove r its manageme nt through his prominence in 
the Society. 102 

Luo's account, when read against other contemporary reports of Liang's 
speeches and interviews, is a bare travelogue that relates neither the contents 
of Liang's speeches nor his impressions of Australia and the people he met, 

despite Luo's proximity to Liang throughout the journey. Brief descriptions 
of Liang and his mission in Australia were provided in the English language 
press at the time of his visit. According to the South Australian Register: 

Leong Kia Chu is one of the leaders of the Chinese reform party and is making 
a tour around the world with the object of enlisting the support of the 
Chinese throughout the various countries in the effort that is being made to 
introduce Western ideas of civilization in China. The mission is one of great 
importance and the members of the Chinese reform party Sincerely believe 
that an expression of opinion from the Chinese resident outside the limits 
of the empire will materially assist them in their efforts to release their 
country from its present condition of unrest and to establish a progressive 
form of government .... 103 

The Sydney Morning Herald published the following account: 

... the Hon. Leong Che Tchau, a distinguished Chinese nobleman, who is 
visiting these colonies with the object of obtaining moral and pecuniary 
support for the part of reform in his native land. Although this gentleman is 
but 28 years of age, he has had a somewhat remarkable career. He was 
educated at the universities of Canton and Peking. When 14 years of age, he 
graduated B.A. and two years later he took his M.A. degree. Subsequently 
he became prinCipal of the University of the Province of Hunan and Hupeh, 
and afterwards he edited a paper in Shanghai. He acted as private adviser 
to the Emperor Kuang Hsu and was a strong advoca te of the opening of 
China to the commerce of the world. About two years ago, the honorable 
gentleman fell under the displeasure of the Dowager Empress because of the 
protection given by Great Britain to Kang Yu Wei, one of the Emperor's 
lieutenants and the leader of the reform party, and in August last he had to 
leave the country as the Dowager Empress and Prince Tuan had offered the 
sum of £15,000 for his apprehension .... 104 

The interest generated by Liang's visit within the European communities 
is undoubtedly the result of continued press coverage of events in China 
which was largely the result of G. E. Morrison's work in Peking. Already 
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102 Tung Wah News, 28 October 1899, also 
discussed in Yong, The New GoldMountain, 
pp.116-17. While the newspaper was 
identified with progressive reforms at the 
time of Liang's visit, Yong points out that 
afte r the founding of the Chinese Republic 
in 1912, Tung Wah News (which had changed 
its name to Tung Wah 7lmes [Donghua bao] 
in 1902) became a forum for anti-revo
lutionary sentiment which promoted support 
for Yuan Shikai 1t1itlWL and his regime. At 
the same time, many of the Protect the 
Emperor Society's former supporters had 
shifted their allegiance to the Republican 
cause, including influential merchants like 
George Kwok Bew who with others founded 
the Chinese Repuhlic News (Minguo hao 

i%1@1'IV in February 1914 to spread the 
message of Sun Yat-sen's republicanism 
and to counteract Tung Wah propaganda. 
The professionalism of this newspaper (with 
two full -time editors hired from Guangzhou 
in 1914) made it very popular with the 
Chinese reading public in Australia and it 
sold at least two thousand copies per issue 
(Yong, ibid. , pp.146-8). It accelerated the 
decline of the Tung Wah Times which had 
in any case come to be perceived from late 
1911 onwards as symbolic of an obsolete 
cause. Indeed in 1912, the Protect the 
Emperor Society in Sydney was renamed as 
the Chinese Nationalist Association (Guomin 
hui OOi%~). As Yong notes, its members 
came to be identified as the conservative 
sect ion of Sydney'S Chinese business 
communi ty but continued to exercise 
considerable influence over the New South 
Wales Chinese Chamber of Commerce 
throughout the 1910s (p. 135). Liang's promin
ence ensured that the Protect the Emperor 
Society remained the dominant political 
organization in Australia for the decade 
following his visit in 1900. It was not until 
the late 1900s that Sun Yat-sen's Revolution
ary Alliance (Tongmeng hui IPJ M ~) began 
to eclipse the Protect the Emperor Society. 

103 South Australian Register, 12 November 
1900 

104 Sydney Morning Herald, 7 December 
1900 
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famous as the China correspondent for the London Times, Morrison's insider 

views of the Boxer trouble in Peking attracted considerable interest in Australia 
as they were re-published in the major Australian newspapers through 
arrangement with the London Times. Morrison's accounts, together with the 
reports of other China correspondents for these Australian newspapers, 
provided the Australian reading public with first-hand and recent information 
on the Boxer trouble that preceded Liang's visit. By the time Liang arrived in 
Australia, this interest had turned to the terms of the peace negotiations 
following the Boxer defeat. The flight of the Qing court to Xi 'an added to the 
high drama of the situation and the Age and Argus in Melbourne, the Sydney 
Morning Herald and the South Australian Register all carried daily reports on 
political developments in Peking and at the exiled court in Xi 'an while 
reporting separately on Liang's Australian tour. 

The description of Liang as "a distinguished Chinese nobleman" (on whom 
the newspaper further conferred the title "Honourable") and the translation 
of his Confucian educational credentials into modern university degrees 
indicate the high regard in which the Australian colonial authorities held 

Liang and the legitimacy they accorded his fund-raising mission. This is 
evidenced by the official welcomes that Liang received from several repres
entatives of the various colonial governments, as related by Luo Chang and 
in other contemporaneous reports. Interviews that Liang conducted with the 
English-language press, such as the following one with the South Australian 
Register, would tend to suggest that he was adept at favourably contrasting 
the Society's program of modern reform (and its unequivocal support of 
Western ideas) with the backwardness of the Qing court: 

-Is it true you were forced to leave China? 

Yes, that is so - no less than £15,000 was offered for my head by the Empress 
Dowager and Prince Tuan, the leader of the Boxers. Since then, I have visited 
Japan , the Sandwich Islands, and was in Shanghai in August last under British 
protection and in Hong Kong. On my way to Australia , I called at Penang, 
where there are 200,000 Chinese, at Colombo and have now just completed 
a visit to Western Australia. 

-A nd your reception? 

It has been good everywhere. In Western Australia , I held three 
meetings, two of which were for Chinese only and the last one over 
which His Excellency, the Administrator of the government presided, was 
comprised of a mixed audience, to whom my lecture was interpreted. At 
that meeting, the Administrator presented me with a gold medal, 
subscribed for me by the Chinese residents of that colony. (Liang Kia 
Chu is extremely proud of his gift which he wears on his watch-chain). 

-How long do you propose to he in the colonies? 

That depends, therefore I cannot say definitely but the tour will probably 
extend over three or four months. I shall visit all the cities and towns having 
Chinese residents. My counttymen have been exceedingly kind and have 
forwarded me letters of welcome from all parts. 
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- What are the nature of reforms sought by the reform party? 

We desire to open up China to free commerce between all nations, to 
establish trade, to do away with the old laws and to form a government in 
Western principles. We wish to establish educational reforms and to wipe 
away superstition and distrust of the foreigner. The party has no desire to 
disturb the religious beliefs of the Chinese. That is a question we would leave 
entirely in the hands of the people. No, we have no objection to the Christian 
missionaries. They have done and are doing good work in the translation of 
English books into Chinese. By this means , Western ideas have been 
disseminated , the books are being read, and so our aims have been 
forwarded. It is this very fact that has made the Empress Dowager so bitter 
against missionaries. We fully recognize the great difficulty in educating the 
mass of the people in the direction of reform and know that the progress will 
be slow. At present, the reform party members number between 30,000 and 
40,000 but it is making progress, though slowly. 

-How do you propose educating the people? 

Principally through the medium of newspapers and schools . With the 
exception of those in the foreign settlements, there are no newspapers in 
China. They have all been suppressed by the Empress Dowager. 

- What is the opinion of the educated Chinese with regard to the present 
crisis? 

They are opposed to the Boxer Movement, answered Liang Kia Chu with a 
smile. The trouble has arisen among the lower portions of the population 
urged on by those in power. 

-How then do you think a settlement of the differences will be effected? 

Nothing can be accomplished until the allied Powers restore the Emperor 
and separate him from the influence of the Empress Dowager. It will then 
be possible to arrange a stable form of government. At the same time, a 
careful watch must be placed upon the officials appointed by the Emperor.!05 

What is of interest in this interview, given our knowledge of Liang's 

political troubles prior to arriving in Australia, is that there is no mention of 

why he had recently returned to Shanghai under British protection. Indeed, 

the failed uprising in central China was not mentioned in Australian press 

coverage of Chinese events of the time, with the exception of the Tung Wah 
News which published a biographical account of Tang Caichang on 31 

October 1900, two months after his arrest and execution.106 That Zhang 

Zhidong received British assistance in Hankou in arresting Tang Caichang 

and other organizers of the Independence Army was not widely known 

although Liang was most likely aware of British duplicity in this matter. No 

reference was made to the series of treaties forced on China since the Opium 

Wars, the unfair terms of which were being reflected in the negotiations for 

peace terms over the Boxer affair, in this or any other published interviews 

with or reports on Liang. At most, Liang was reported as having expressed 
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105 South Australian Register, 12 November 
1900. This was most likely the interview 
conducted with Liang on the train-ride from 
Semaphore Anchorage to the city of Adelaide 
on 10 November 1900, with Luo Chang and 
Y. S. W. Way Lee as interpreters. In several 
of his interviews with the English-language 
press , Liang reiterated the point that "the 
allies will be unable to arrive at any practical 
results" until the reinstatement of the Emperor 
and "the downfall of the Empress Dowager 
and her satellites" crushed. (See, for instance, 
AI;gus, 16 November 1900). Clearly, Liang 
sought to promote his cause as the solution 
to the political crisis of the Qing court after 
the defeat of the Boxers. 

106 The Tung Wah News reported on events 
leading up to Tang's arrest and on the arrest 
and execution of the uprising's organizers 
as well as providing updates on the situation 
in China throughout the later half of 1900. 
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107 Age, 28 November 1900. 

108 A'I?us, 16 November 1900. 

109 A'I?us, 16 November 1900. 

11 0 South Australian Register, 12 November 
1900. 

111 A'I?us, 16 November 1900. 
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the hope at his lecture at the Melbourne Town Hall on 27 October 1900 that, 
in relation to peace terms in the aftermath of the Boxer movement, the foreign 
powers "would not tarnish their reputation" by inflicting cruel policies and 
that "looting of the people or the despoilation of the tombs of the ancient 
monarchs" would not be sanctioned. ]07 

In an interview with the Argus, Liang stated that "the real leader of the 
reform party was Emperor Kwang Hsu and Kang Yu Wei and himself were 
his principal lieutenants."]08 In the context of the strained relationship 
between Kang and Liang from late 1899 onwards, this statement invites 
reflection over its intended meaning. Was it Liang's way of asserting equality 
with his former mentor? Another article published in the Argus notes that 

reports in the Australian newspapers about alleged 
cooperation between Kang and Sun in the revolutionist 

This portrait o./Liang Qichaofirst appeared in Tung Wah 
News, 17 April 1901 (reproduced here with the permiSSion 
of the Image Library, State Library of New South Wales). Tt is 
worth noting that the same issue of Tung Wah News also 
featured a photograph o./Zhang Zhidong, the Governor 0./ 
Hunan who ordered the execution of the Hankou activists in 
August 1900 

Waichow (Huizhou ~ 11'1) uprising caused Liang "some 
amusement ... the fact being that neither he nor Kang 
Yu Wei recognized the leader of the southern outbreak 
as co-worker, nor would they have anything to do with 
him.,,109 Liang's perceived amusement in this report is 
poignant in the light of his eagerness to salvage his 
relationship with Sun until at least April 1900 (only six 
months earlier) when he was finally rebuffed by the 
latter. These scant references to events and situations of 
crucial significance to Liang's political development are 
engaging since they draw attention to yet reveal little of 
what Liang's private thoughts might have been. That, in 
historical retrospect, we are privy to the complexity of 
Liang's relationships with Kang and Sun and the plight 
in which he found himself after the failure of the 
uprising renders the promise of historical closure 
suggested by textual fragments such as these at once 
irresistible yet ultimately frustrating. 

Descriptions of Liang's appearance were also 
published in the English language press. The South 
Australian Register reported that he was "a distinguished 
foreigne r ... a typical Southern Chinaman of the 
mandarin class, medium in height, slightly built" and 
who "dresses in European costume and has a pleasantly 
affable manner. ,,110 The Argus observed that he had a 

"highly intelligent countenance" and "spoke in a very 
quiet but effective style" and moreover "seemed to 
exercise an extraordinary influence over the local 
Chinese ... one of whom remarked , 'It is to such men 
we have to look for the salvation of China'."111 The 
honours that Liang was accorded by the colonial 
administrators stand in stark contrast to the same 
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administrators' support of anti-Chinese discriminatory legislation and clearly, 
Liang could not have failed to notice that the efforts of prominent Chinese 

merchants and clergymen in Australia were concentrated on opposing such 
legislation. Yet, he was silent on this matter (at least in public) besides 
referring in the most general terms to the need for the Chinese people to 

modernize in order to gain wealth and power and thus to fight effectively 
against such discrimination. At the speech given on 18 November 1900 at the 
Temperance Hall in Melbourne, Liang was reported in the Tung Wah News 
to have said that, "Commerce would help to provide machinery for the 
manufacture of a range of goods for enriching people's lives and broadening 
their outlook. Then those living within China and overseas would no longer 
be humiliated by foreigners. ,, 112 

Liang's view also received public support from returning Australian 

missionaries in their lectures on the Chinese situation, one of whom was 
reported as having commented that the Empress Dowager was not so much 
anti-Christian or anti-foreigner as anti-reform113 But while Liang was 

accorded honours and English language press coverage of his visit was highly 
sympathetic to his cause , a number of newspaper articles also highlighted the 
"exotic" character of his visit. These include descriptions of "a small child who 
looked extremely picturesque in satin of variegated colours" among the 
Chinese who welcomed Liang to Melbourne and the perceived awkwardness 
of Chinese attempts at mimicking the "British 'hip hip hurrah,.,, 1l4 The 

Bendigo Advertiser placed the notice for Liang's public lecture at the Bendigo 
Town Hall under "Amusements. "]]5 The following mocking account of a local 

Chinese merchant 's response to Liang's call for reform published in the Argus 
is especially vicious: 

A leading member of the Chinese population of Melbourne who has had an 
opportunity of familiarising himself with the objects of the reformers discussed 
certain aspects of our social life very intelligently. In reply to questions he 
spoke thoughtfully to an interviewer. "Plenty too many Chinamen in China," 
quoth Mr Wan Lung flu ently, "Chinamen glow in China allee same like labbits. 
No good choppee off head, no good slicee him in piecee. That much too slow 
plecaution to keep down inclease. We going to lecommend Empless adopt 
implovement as intloduced by Plesbytelian Assembly. No tiffin, no chow
chow savee? No lunch in middle of day. Plesbytelians have agleed to have no 
lunch. Whaffor? More time for talkee talkee. Sa vee? What made Plesbytelians 
adopt that piecee resolution? Because gleat mandarin, Sir John Madden allee 
same. He never stop work in middle of day for chow-chow. Work allee time 
in court. Leformers tink dis great implovement. We shalilecommend Empless 
to send out edict plohibiting all Chinamen to take chow-chow. We tell her dis 
is gleat plinciple of Inglis civilisation. Bime-by plenty Chinamen starvee. Soon 
no chow-chow, no Chinamen. Then leformers go back plenty quick, find lots 
of room in China, lots of chow-chow. Good business O.K. Good tomorrow. 116 

The wholly different tenor in which the Age reported on Liang's 
speech delivered in Chinese and translated into English by Revd C. H. Cheong 
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112 Tung Wah News, 24 November 1900 

113 Expression of European support for Liang 
was reported in the Age, 3 December 1900; 
the comments of the cited missionary appear 
in the At;gus, 25 November 1900. 

114 At;gus, 16 November 1900. 

115 My thanks to Carol Holsworth , curator at 
the Golden Dragon Museum, Bendigo, for 
bringing this to my attention. 

116 Argus, 17 November 1900. 
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117 Age, 28 November 1900. 

11 8 This essay was subsequently republished 
as "On tracing the sources of China's cumulat
ive weaknesses" (Zhongguo jinlO suyuan 
fun) in Liang's collected works, Yin hing shi 
wenji, vol.2, pp.13-23. It was to have been 
the first chapter of a book of some two 
hundred thousand characters entitled China s 
history in the fast decade (Zhongguo 
jinshinian shilun) that Liang proposed to 
complete in Sydney. The headings of the 
sixteen chapters were published in the Tung 
Wah News (13 March 1901 issue). The book 
was to have provided an account of 
developments leading from the Sino
Japanese War and Ch ina's exploitation by 
foreign powers up to the Hundred Day 
Reform and its collapse, the Empress 
Dowager's support of the Boxer Movement, 
the Qing's court flight to Xi 'an and the 
destruction of Manchuria. The last few 
chapters of the book were to have focussed 
on strategies for China 's reclamation of 
power and biographical accounts of the 
Empress Dowager and other politi ca l 
personalities. 

119 John Fitzgerald observes that Liang's 
attack in this essay 

... on the flaws and faults of the Chinese 
people bearls] an uncanny resemblance to 
many of the rac ist anti-Chinese pamphlets 
then circulating in Europe, the Americas 
and Australasia. It is tempting to speculate 
on the degree to which Liang's experiences 
in Australia informed his virulent attack on 
the character of his own people and perhaps 
even shaped his commitment to create 
'new people' in their place. Yet Liang was 
not racist. The essay shows a clear com
mitment to a universal vision of scientific 
progress, political anel economic develop
ment , and intellectual and moral improve
ment ror all the people of the world. The 
people of China were fa ulted, in Liang's 
view, not for being Chinese but for being 
insufficiently enlightened citizens of the 
world and insufficiently patriotic citizens of 
China to create a modern state on the 
model that 'Western ' states supplied. 

My thanks to John Fitzgerald for sharing this 
insight anel allowing me to cite from his 
forthcoming essay, "The slave who would 

be equal: the significance of Liang Qichao's 
Australian writings," first presented at The 
Chinese Heritage of Australian Federation 
Conference. 
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to a mixed audience at the Melbourne Town Hall provides an apt contrast to 
the preceding: 

Two things it appeared the Chinese reformers wanted. One was a represent
ative institution like the British legislative system and the other the opening 
of China for trade and intercourse with the world. An elaborate program of 
16 items was the foundation of their demands. They wanted the establishment 
of state schools, newspapers everywhere with full liberty; a translation 
bureau for the conversion of foreign literature into Chinese, liberty of all to 
memoria lise the throne direct, liberty for all to cultivate and propagate their 
religious faith , the abolition of the Li-kin , or internal customs duties; the 
utilisation of the temples for educational purposes , the establishment of a 
police force, abolition of the existing systems of selection to government 
offices on the strength of competitive essays, and also of the antiquated system 
of military examinations in archery and like obsolete practices; the establishment 
of a legislative Council consisting partly of foreigners to frame the constitution 
and several other reforms. This little list seemed to surprise the Lieutenant
Governor who presided. He pointed out that the majority of these reforms had 
only been adopted in England itself within very recent years and some of them 
were not exactly in force yet. Until quite recently, for instance, entrance into 
the public service was not even dependent upon the ability to write an essay 
but merely upon an influential word or letter of introduction. 117 

In the essay entitled "On Tracing the Sources of Our Cumu lative 
Weaknesses" (liruo suyuan fun) that Liang wrote in Sydney,118 the contents 
of which formed the basis of a series of weekly lectures he delivered to 

members of the Society'S Sydney branch at the Tung Wah News offices, Liang 
was stridently critical of what he regarded as the "slavishness" (nuxing '9:J. 'Ii) 

of the Chinese people. He idealized modern Western nations and the prin
ciple of equality that he regarded the West as having effectively institutionalised 
at all levels of society, against which he contrasted the wholly negative 
picture of Chinese society as institutionalized inequality and servility119 In 
many ways, Liang's disdain for the uneducated working-class Chinese-"the 

common folk who have yet to awaken to their suffering" as he wrote in a 
farewell poem dedicated to the Society'S members-was not all that dis
similar from the fear expressed by supporters of anti-Chinese legislation that 
the standard of living in Australia would be lowered by a growing influx of 
impoverished Chinamen who led "depraved" lives in appalling conditions 

and who worked for very low wages120 Census figures for 1901 show the 
stark contrast between the numbers of males and females within the various 
Chinese communities and Liang could not have failed to notice the 
impoverished conditions in which the majority of working-class single men 
lived in these communities. Although he dicl not comment on the situation 
of the poor in Australia 'S Chinese communities, however, Liang's comments 

on San Francisco's Chinatown when he visited it in 1903, provide some idea 

of his feelings on Chinese poverty abroad. He pointed out that although San 
Francisco's Chinatown had a population of twenty to thirty thousand, six 

newspapers and journals (making it far more literate than any community in 
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inland China), it was swamped with corruption, infighting, inefficiency and 
poverty. He concluded that the Chinese were qualified only to be members 
of family clans-they had neither national consciousness nor dignity of 
purpose; they were "noisy, inefficient, dirty and lazy" and "were simply not 
ready for democracy. ,, 121 

When a delegate from the Soy Way charitable society in Ballarat went to 
Melbourne to present Liang with £20 collected from its members, the Age 

reported Liang as having "refused to accept the donation, whether on account 
of its insignificance or for some other reason is not stated.,,122 A month later, 
the Age reported that "a riot, probably, the most exciting that has occurred 
here since the rising of the diggers at the Eureka stockade in December 1854" 
broke out on 16 December in the main joss-house in the Chinese camp at 
Golden Point, Ballarat East. According to the report, the fight, in which two 
hundred Chinese were involved, developed as a result of resentment within 
the local Chinese community over the depletion of funds from their local 
charitable society, the Soy Way, for contributions towards the Protect the 
Emperor Society. Liang's maternal uncle-in-law, Let Sing (Tan Liecheng) had 
opened voting proceedings at a meeting regarding contributions for the 
Society. The majority of those present had favoured giving financial support 
to the Society with the exception of a "clan" known as the Sow Loo, 
composed mainly of market gardeners, who had strongly opposed this 
moved. When outvoted, the latter was alleged to have sprung 

... with tiger-like ferocity upon their fellow country-men ... chairs and tables 
were used ... and the Joss was nearly upset from his perch in the sanctuary. 
A rack containing spears used on gala days was speedily emptied and the 
weapons were introduced into the encounter. 123 

RevdJames Chue (Huang Zhuwen jttt~, Superintendant of the Presbyterian 
Church Chinese Mission) was reported as saying that those accused of 
starting the fight were "Christianized Chinese attending the Presbyterian 
School" who were "a peaceful people ... not opposed to the reforms 
although they might be opposed to sending money from this country to assist 
the movement. "124 One is led to wonder whether Liang appreciated the 
Significance of the Soy Way contribution when he refused it a month earlier, 
since its members would have been people on modest incomes for whom 
£20 would have been a considerable sum. 

After his tour of Ballarat, Liang returned to Melbourne and travelled briefly 
to Bendigo (30 November-3 December) where he met with the mayor and 
local dignitaries in the company of the lawyer William Ah Ket. 125 He arrived 
in Sydney on 5 December 1900 to a welcome that matched those held for him 
in the other major cities, and stayed there for the better part of the remaining 
five months of his Australian sojourn, with the exception of two weeks in 
January 1901 when he toured towns in northern New South Wales. He paid 
an official visit to the Governor of New South Wales , Lord Hopetoun, upon 
his arrival in Sydney and was invited, in turn , to celebrate the founding of the 
Commonwealth of Australia (formally proclaimed on 1 Januaty 1901) at a gala 
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120 The line "cangsheng ku wei su·, i't-i. 
15'*"$ is from the first of six farewell 

poems (m J}rJiDHI'l-l.llPlt;/\~) Liang 
wrote to the Society's members in Australia. 

121 Huang, Liang Ch 'i Ch 'ao and modern 

Chinese liberalism, p.79. 

122 Age, 17 November 1900. 

123 Age, 17 December 1900. 

124 Age, 17 December 1900. The same report 
also refers to resistance from pro-Boxer 
elements within the Soy Way to donations 
for Liang's cause. The Courier(24 November 
1900) names James Chue as a member of the 
welcoming party that met Liang when he 
first arrived in Ballarat. 

125 Age, 3 December 1900. 
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126 Tung Wah News, 16 January 1901. The 
Earl of Hopetoun was named by Queen 
Victoria in September 1900 as Governor
General designate forthe whole of Australia, 
a role which he assumed upon the founding 
of the Commonwealth on 1 January 1901. 

127 Tung Wah News, 2 January 1901. Liang 
paid Lord Hopetoun a second visit on 14 
January 1901, two days after attending the 
gala celebration at the Sydney Town Hall to 
discuss further his program of political reform 
with the newly installed Governor-General. 
(As reported in Tung Wah News, 16 January 
1901) 

128 Pang Guanshan's account entitled "Liang 
Qichao xiansheng keng shang youji " [An 
account of Liang Qichao's tour of the towns] 
was serialized in the following issues of 
Tung Wah News: 23, 26 and 30 January 1901. 
The full text has also been reproduced in Liu 
Weiping, "Liang Qichao de Aozhou zhi 
xing," pt 2, in Zhuanji wenxue 38.4: 119-21. 

129 Tung Wah News, 23, 26 January 1901. 

130 Posthumous idealisa tion of the six 
reformers who were arrested and executed 
without a trial when the Empress Dowager's 
faction aborted the Hundred Day Reform of 
1898 quickly led to them being referred to 
as the Six Gentlemen or the Six Martyrs h 
?,~. Tan Sitong il!J ~m IPJ , a leading Confucian 
scholar, and Kang Guangren *r 1=, Kang 
Youwei's younger brother, were among 
them. 

131 Tung Wah News, 30 January 1901. 
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function held at the Sydney Town Hall on 12January 1901 at which Edmund 
Barton, Australia 's first Prime Minister, and Lord Hopetoun were both 
present. 126 That Liang enjoyed cordial relations with Lord Hopetoun is 
evidenced by the free travel in New South Wales Hopetoun granted to both 
Liang and his assistant Luo Chang. 127 For Liang, the founding of the Australian 
Commonwealth would have been an event of significance since it inaugurated 
the political unity of six previously separate "colonies" into a single colony 
and provided the basis for the effective implementation of uniform legislation. 
One is tempted to draw links between Liang's positive experience of the 
Commonwealth's formation, from his priVileged vantage-point as a 
distinguished guest of the colonial government in New South Wales, and the 
nationalist values and rights he later espoused in the New Citizen Journal, 

founded months after he left Australia. 
Pang Guanshan's 11tJa; ill lengthy account of Liang's campaigning in the 

towns of northern New South Wales, which includes substantial transcriptions 
of Liang's speeches, provides us with some idea of the tactics Liang adopted 
in promoting the message of reform. 128 Liang portrayed the Guangxu 
Emperor as the heroic protagonist of the reform process in China, working 
tirelessly to "save his people ," listening to the advice of Kang Youwei and 
himself and "enjoining all state officials to implement various reforms" before 
he was thwarted by the evil designs of Rang Lu 5Rf~ and Gang Yi rxJ~~, 
(the two most powerful conservative Manchu officials) who convinced the 
Empress Dowager to suppress the Hundred Day Reform. In urging his 
audience to donate to the reformist cause, Liang described this form of 
financial aid as an international bid to "save and to reinstate the Emperor" and 
told heart-rending stories of the Emperor's plight. 129 He spoke of the Emperor 
being denied chicken broth in his earlier prison on the Ocean-Terrace Island 
OJ: tl) on the South Lake (i¥Jrg)D adjacent to the Forbidden City (~~.9Jb and 
the suffering he later endured when forced to flee the capital with the rest 
of the Qing court during the Boxer Rebellion. He also related a fabulous 
account of Gang Yi's death in the course of describing the Boxer Rebellion: 

The traitorous Prince Duan )}ffif*I, Rang Lu and Gang Yi, who had long 
plotted to assassinate the Emperor, engineered the chaos in Peking during 
the fifth month. They stirred up the Boxers to create trouble for foreigners 
living in China because they knew that both Western countries and the 
Chinese living overseas love and respect the Guangxu Emperor and objected 
his deposal. .. . They hurt the Emperor and oppress our people, making them 
slaves of the Manchus and ever afraid of raising their heads. But quite 
unexpectedly, Providence [tianxin :7(Jl,'l was on our side and although, at 
first , the villains were victorious in the war they waged, they were 
subsequently defeated and had to flee when the capital was overtaken. The 
Emperor was forced to travel westwards with them as they plotted to make 
their vicious comeback but when Gang Yi reached Shansi, the spirits of the 
Six Gentlemen [t\tl-=f I approached him demanding retribution for their 
deaths .l30 With one loud cry, he prostrated himself on the ground in a state 
of delirium and slashed his own throat. 131 
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That Liang advocated the restoration of the Guangxu Emperor while con

demning the Manchu dynasty for enslaving the Chinese and even declaring 
that the Qing dynasty had to fall before reforms could be established in China, 

demonstrates that for him, the difference between constitutional monarchy 
and republicanism was elusive. In this regard, Liang appears to have 
suggested, in much the same way he did when he wrote to Sun Yat-sen in 
April 1900, that the Emperor was first and foremost a progressive head of 

state. His cavalier political approach led Sun Yat-sen to remark caustically in 
1904 that: 

Kang, since he has engraved his subjection to Guangxu in his heart, shows 
plainly that " baa huang" [protect the emperor] is not counterfeit, while Liang, 
without definitely making a break, keeps on talking revolution. What is the 
truth? .... Liang is a man with two ways of talking, like a rat looking both 
ways. If his revolutionary talk is sincere, then his "baa huang" talk must be 
spurious. If his "baa huang" talk is sincere, then his revolutionary utterances 
must be false .132 

But to his Chinese audiences in Australia who (as the various newspaper 
reports relate) listened spellbound to Liang's exciting stories of the reform 

process, embodied in the larger-than-life figures of a heroic Emperor unable 
to free his enslaved people from powerful Manchu villains, Liang would not 
have appeared contradictory. On the contralY, they would have regarded him 
as the first clarion voice of Chinese reform that they had the privilege of 
hearing in person. (It is likely that Liang spoke in Cantonese, the language 
of the Chinese in Australia, and his name was generally rendered in 
transliteration as Kai Chu, Ki Chu or Kai Chiu in the English language press, 

which are approximations of his name as pronounced in Cantonese. Of these, 
I have located only three reports, in the Age, the Sydney Marning Herald and 
the Courier [Ballarat], where his name was given as Leong Che Tchau .) What 
also emerges from the transcriptions of Liang's speeches in Pang Guanshan's 
account is the picture of an able politician who knew how to captivate an 
audience of ordinary people by making them privy to the lives of those who 
lived at the imperial court. Liang encouraged his audience to think of 
themselves as people who, through the hospitality they showed him and, 
more importantly, through donations to the Society, played an active role in 
"protecting" and "restoring" the Emperor. 

But despite his success as an orator, Liang was unable to raise the sum 

of £50,000 that he had originally enVisaged as his goal on arrival in Fremantle. 
His letter to Kang Youwei dated 17 April ]901 provides a wholly pragmatic 
account of his stay in Australia in terms of fund-raising issues: 

At first , I thought that I could mollify the Mei [Quong Tart/ Mei Guangdal 
clique in Sydney and put every effort towards gaining their support but in 
the end I did not obtain one cent from them. It was only because the Society's 
committee members organized another round of donations that I was able 
to raise an additional £1,000. In Adelaide, donations of more than £40 were 
pledged but none have been paid . I wrote several letters urging the 
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132 As quoted in Schiffrin , Sun Vat-sen, 
p.321. 
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133 Liang visited the towns of Glen Innes, 
Inverell, Tingha ancl Tamworth in New 
South Wales but it was only in Tamworth 
that a branch of the Society was established 
after his visit. 

134 Ding Wenjiang, Liang Rengong xian
sheng nianpu, voU, p.l43. 
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collection of these funds but have so far met with indifference. In Ballarat, 
donations of £80 were pledged of which I have received only £10. At three 
towns in New South Wales, a total of £300 was pledged of which about £200 
has been received.!3') I also dispatched £700 to Dao $b, which were 
donations collected in Melbourne. On another occasion, I sent £1,000 
donated in Sydney. In Western Australia, about £300 was actually donated 
although £2,000 was pledged. After I received your telegram , I tried my best 
to raise £300 to repay Zishan ~1JII} which the Sydney branch's committee 
members eventually donated. When J received Xiao Rujia 's ~ A 11 telegram, 
I campaigned for donations once more but obtained only £200. The people 
in Sydney have donated at least five or six times and we have clearly 
exhausted their capacity for contributions. Moreover, travel expenses, 
telegram fees, living expenses and my return boat-fare added to our costs; 
since arriving in Australia, my expenses alone have amounted to no less than 
£1,000. . I did not visit the small towns. This is neither because I was worn
out nor because I begrudged the time it would have taken away from my 
research. Rather, it was because if I had set forth without an invitation , I 
would not have been able to organize a meeting and even if I did manage 
to do so, there would have been no funds to collect. I first encountered this 
problem in places like Adelaide and Ballarat. Thus, it would have been 
pointless for me to visit small towns in New South Wales unless I was invited 
since I would have been hard put to raise more than £10 from each of these 
towns. What is more, we already have a number of pledged donations that 
have remained unpaid. What good could come from such visits? In any case 
these towns are scattered across the countryside and are separated by 
distances of several hundred miles. Besides Luo Chang, I require at least one 
local person to accompany me in my travels, which amounts to about £20 
or £30 in travelling expenses alone for three people each time we visit a 
town. Since the people in Sydney would have to pay for all these expenses 
thus adding to their hardship, how could J bring myself to set forth, knowing 
that nothing could be gained from the trip?134 

Liang then proceeded to explain why it was pointless for him to visit New 

Zealand or to travel to Queensland. In encountering what the controversial 

historian Geoffrey Blainey has called "the tyranny of distance" in Australia, 

Liang evidently discarded his earlier fund-raising plans and confined himself 

to developing his relationship with members of the Sydney branch of the 

Society, from whom he obtained most of the donations. The enthusiastic 

responses that greeted Liang's many public addresses translated into £3,000 
worth of donations rather than £50,000. Elsewhere in the same letter, Liang 

protested his loyalty and honesty, and was at pains to assure Kang that he 

was only interested in serving Kang as his student and that he would not dare 

to deceive him, which suggests that a significant degree of mistrust still 

existed between them. Indeed, it was in the course of justifying his expenses 

and the modest size of the donations that Liang complained to Kang of what 

he called the Chinese merchants' "predilection for pomp and ceremony" 

resulting in wasteful extravagance. 
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It is worth noting that of the ten branches of the Protect the Emperor 

Society in Australia, only the Sydney branch remained viable after Liang's 

departure. The others were never fully functional, and as Liang noted in his 

letter to Kang, the Adelaide branch did not even collect pledged funds despite 

several reminders from Liang while he was still in Sydney.1 35 The Melbourne 

branch, the next largest after Sydney, was hampered by its organizational 

structure since the two key positions of president and vice-president were 

filled not by individuals but by the See Yap Society and the Bo Leong 

Association (Bao Liang she 1* B!. *±) respectively .136 The Bo Leong, a secret 

society in Melbourne well connected to the See Yap Society, was a rival 

organization to the Yee Hing (Yi Xing 5<.. *" literally 'Righteous Revival'), a 

powerful international network of anti-Manchu organizations derived from 

the Triad (which Liang had joined in Hawaii). The intense rivalry between 

the Bo Leong and Yee Hing in Melbourne would have most likely led 

members of the latter to dissociate themselves from the Melbourne branch 

of the Protect the Emperor Society. In New South Wales , however, the Yee 

Hing faced no challenge from rival societies and it is known that Moy Sing 

(Mei Dongxing W,*§lJ, Grand Master of the New South Wales Yee Hing, 

was a founding member of the Protect the Emperor Society.137 Little besides 

these brief references is known of Liang's dealings with secret societies in 

Australia . 

That Liang came to Australia at a low point in his life and left Sydney on 

2 May 1901 to launch a journal eight months later in Tokyo that would 

significantly shape the intellectual course of modern Chinese politics would 

tend to suggest that his Australian sojourn was a productive one. Clearly, 

Australia's remoteness from the political turbulence he experienced in the 

first eight months of 1900 and the hospitality he received from both his 

Chinese supporters and Australian colonial authorities provided him with 

some relief from the complex problems that he faced in the aftermath of the 

abortive Hankou uprising. Was his reticence about Australia constitutive of 

a period of reflection and political recovery? Decades of international 

scholarship on Liang and the historical attention he commands as a 

pioneering modern Chinese intellectual lead us , ineluctably, to pose these 

questions that reveal more of our own preoccupation with his intellectual 

legacy than what we are able to say with any certainty about Liang. Despite 

the bleak account he offers Kang of his fund-raising efforts in Australia, Liang 

nonetheless also reflects on the disparity he perceives between his situation 

in Australia and Kang's in Hong Kong: 

Here I am in a remote part of the world, with my needs and comforts pro
vided for by others, while you, Sir, are close to China, bearing the brunt of 
all kinds of censure. I am filled with regret when I reflect on the incongruity 
between my fortunate circumstances and the hardships you face. 138 

In the letter Liang wrote to members of the Society a month after leaving 

Sydney, Liang paints an altogether different and happier picture of his time 
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135 Besides Sydney, branches were estab
lished in Perth, Fremantle and Geraldton (in 
Western Australia); Adelaide; Melbourne 
and Ballarat (in Victoria); Tamworth (New 
South Wales); Brisbane, Rockhampton and 
Cairns (in Queensland). The last three were 
established when Liang's ship stopped in 
Queensland on his return journey to Japan. 

136 7itng Wah News, 21 November 1900. 
Also cited in C.F. Yong, tbe New Gold 
Mountain , p.127. Yong also observes that 
the Melbourne branch lacked leadership 
and "barely managed to hold a dinner party 
every year" to commemorate the Guangxu 
Emperor's birthday, and ceased to function 
by 1904 (p.127). Donations to Liang from 
the Bo Leong Association were reported in 
the Tung Wah News, 21 November and 24 
November 1900. 

137 Yong, The New Gold Mountain, p.121 , 
p.249, n.14. (Moy Sing's name appears among 
the fifty-nine founding members listed in 
the Minutes of the New South Wales Chinese 
Empire Reform Association, Sydney, 14 
January 1900). 

138 Ding Wenjiang, Liang Rengong xian
sheng nianpu, voll , p.144. 
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139 The text of the letter was published in 
7ilng Wah News, 27 July 1901. 

140 Tung Wah News, 2 February 1901. It is 
worth noting that Quong Tart was the only 
Chinese in Sydney whose condolences to 
the late Queen 's relatives was published in 
the Sydney Morning Herald (29 January 
1901), among the many notices and condol
ences that appeared in the newspaper during 
this time, which provides some indication of 
his high standing within the European 
community. 
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in Australia. His talent for dramati zation resurfaces once more in passages 
such as the following where Liang recounts the speech he gave on his return 

to Japan: 

When I reached the part in my speech about that fateful week in Shanghai 
where 1 entered the lion's den and managed to get out alive , all present 
expressed their relie f. When I came to the part about the tragic martyrdom 
of those arrested in Hankou , everyone was outraged. When I reached the 
part about my arrival in Australia and the loyalty and love extended to me 
by my comrades in every city, the affection and generosity that you showed 
me, everyone was moved and said they felt as though they had known you 
too.1 39 

Liang also mentions that he displayed the gifts he received in Australia at the 

end of the meeting. In another section of the letter he describes the financial 
burden posed by the Society'S various projects, in particular running costs for 
the Great Harmony High School that Liang had helped to establish in 1898 
in Tokyo, no doubt with the intention of inviting further donations from the 
Sydney branch. 

From the explicit refe rence in Luo Chang'S account to women 's voting 
rights in South Australia as unprecedented in Australia and second only to 
New Zealand, we know that this feature of what Liang would have called 
"Western equality" clearly made an impression on him. The guided tours he 
took of various government buildings including attendance at a session of 

parliament in South Australia , museums, hospitals, the School of Mines in 
Ballarat, wool mills, printing works, parks and so forth, would also have 
impressed him as concrete outcomes of Western modernization. After 
Hawaii, Australia was the second "Western" country that Liang visited at this 
early stage of his political career and the absence of a Chinese consul meant 
that Liang enjoyed a far greater degree of freedom in Australia than he had 
experienced in either Japan or Hawaii. More importantly, the absence of 
official Chinese representation meant that his cause could be and was 
publicly recognized by the colonial authorities as legitimate; governors, 
parliamentarians and leading members of society within the various colonies 

attended his speeches, and he received sympathetic and extensive press 
coverage without official Chinese objection. While in Australia, Liang thus 
enjoyed public recognition of his political leadership of the Chinese 

communities in Australia. On 22January 1901 , while campaigning in Inverell , 
Liang learnt of the death of Queen Victoria and sent a note of condolence to 
the Earl of Hopetoun, the Chinese text of which was published in the Tung 
Wah News on 2 February 1901. Liang's note begins with the words, "I have 
the honour of writing to Your Excellency on behalf of the Chinese citizens 
in Australia who belong to the branches of the Protect the Emperor Society 
[Chinese Empire Reform Associationl.,,140 Did Liang begin to formulate 

reform in terms of "the new citizen" and "consciousness of rights" in the many 

positive experiences he had of participation in Australian public life, at a time 
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when Federation was being celebrated amidst much fanfare? 

Xiaobing Tang points out that "the significant achievement" of "Discourse 
on the New Citizen" (Xinmin shuo f,If ~ i)t ), the influential essay that Liang 

wrote in 1902 when he found ed the journal of the same name: 

[. .. J is not so much Liang's systematic elaboration of his nationalist beliefs and 
libera l programs, which formed the intellectual matrices of his reformism 
during this period . Rather, it is the fact that nationalism (national sovereignty 
pitted against imperialism and colonialism) and liberalism (domestic political 
reform and cultural transformation) are subsumed within the single notion 
of making new the people. 141 

Liang published two essays on Austra lia in the years following his 
departure; the first in 1904, commended the establishment of the first Federal 
Labour government in Australia as a "historical breakthrough" that "should 

be commemorated throughout the world," and the second in 1905, criticized 
the White Australia Policy as a historical travesty that used the threat of the 
Yellow Peril to justify the suppression of Asian peoples by "the white race.,, 142 

Given the absence of Liang's published insights into the social and politica l 
life that he saw and experienced in Austra lia, the links we are tempted to draw 
between his Australian sojourn and his subsequent political views remain 
highly interpretive. As such, Liang's retice nce in the context of an otherwise 
volubly expressive textual "life" (one that has ensured his historical relevance 
a hundred years on) facilitates reflection on the purpose of histOlY writing . 

The "StOIY" or indeed "stories" told here insinuate both a politica l and 
inte ll ectual significance to Liang's Australian sojourn. Yet this significance 

derives not from any certainty about Liang's views of Australia but rather from 
the uncertain process of arranging differe nt accounts of Liang and his few 
writings of this period to form a textual "unity" of sorts, a narrative that 

secures meaning for the "life" whose StOIY is being told. In this regard , it is 
useful to be reminded that the over-riding inte llectua l authority of "the mind 
of mode rn China" assures a certain historical value for any text associated 
with or bearing its name, whether a brief newspaper item or a mediocre poem 
crammed with literary allusions. That textual "unity" results from the selection 
and assembly of different textual fragments to constitute a "past" makes the 
task of reconstituting Liang's Australian sojourn especially onerous, for 
Significance can readily be assigned to any of its textual remainde rs. Shou ld 
the poems he wrote for his supporters in Australia be included in the account, 
since they display an unwieldy yet innovative mix of classical allusions and 
mode rn nationalist sentiment?1 43 Or should more have been made of the 

prominence of the secret society Bo Leong in the establishment of the 
Melbourne branch of the Protect the Emperor Society? Should the "story" 
have started where it did, with Liang's complex relationships with Kang 
Youwei and Sun Yatsen and his fund-raiSing campaign in Hawa ii for the 

Hankou uprising? 
Questions like these invariably arise in the act of historica l representation 
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141 Tang, Global space and the nationalist 
discourse oj modernity, p.26. 

142 Both these appeared fi rst in the New 
CitizenJoumal and have been republished 
in Liang's collected works, l' in bing shi 
wenji. These are also briefly discussed in 
John Fitzgerald, "The slave who would be 
equal" (forthcoming). 

143 [have not discussed these poems here 
since this would have further lengthened an 
already over-long article. The interested 
reader might wish to note that Liang shows 
innova tive language use in several places 
by using Chinese characters as transliterations 
of English words, ego shu ;jjff, for "show" 
(exhibition) and the Cantonese pronunci
ation of ke-ge-mi-na ~4 i6 *#i for "forgel
me-nots. " (These appear in the poem, "Zeng 
bie Zheng Qiufan jian xie hui hua" m~ jjiJJ;~ 
tk'l'%titlj;[/;lIllJ [Parting from Zheng 
Qiufan and with my grateful thanks to him 
for the gift of his paintings]. This same poem 
begins with a series of al lusions, "Lu Chan 
of Qishi wept [Lu Chan who lived in the 
town of Qishi in the stale of Lu during the 
Spring and Autumn historical period who 
wept because she feared that the state of Lu 
would fall as a result of the political chaos 
of the limes] / Zhou Chun the widow could 
not weave for lamenting, " etc. The texts of 
these poems were published in the 7lmg 
Wah News (1 , 5,8,15, and25 May 1901), and 
have been republished in Liang's collected 
works, Yin bing shi wenji. 
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since historical representation itself assumes that the "past" is a "totality" of 
sorts that the historian can illuminate with her tools of analysis . But 
representation is also judgement, and the plural possibilities of totalization 
that different modes of interpretation provide lead to the formulation of 
different judgments. In this context, Liang's political expediency during this 
period is of particular interest. Sun Yat-sen, for instance, judges him in strong 
moral language as "a man with two ways of talking, like a rat looking both 
ways" while professional historians write in safer clinical terms of his political 
"complexity. " The Significance of Liang's Australian sojourn may well be the 
opportunity it gives us to experience the impossibility of closure in 
representations of Liang, an experience that is rare because, for once, we 
cannot effect closure through the veracity we attribute to his words. We 
cannot say he thought and wrote this or that and situate these "truths" in the 
context of authoritative characterizations of a "past" to confirm, extend or 
challenge the already known. At least we would not be able to do this with 
the same confidence that we could for the periods before and after Liang's 
Australian sojourn. What we can say with some confidence is that many of 
the textual fragments through which one or another version of Liang's 
Australian sojourn can be reconstituted are remnant traces of the modern 
print-languages of English and Chinese in which nationalist imaginings of 
"community" first found effective dissemination. These were languages in 
which Liang Qichao's inscriptions of national pride and modern reform 
readily found a home, and the new institutional authority that newspapers 
commanded lent both legitimacy and veracity to his reformist cause. What 
is also certain is that Liang had been inducted into the monetary logic of 
modern political campaigns by the time he arrived at the port of Fremantle 
in October 1900. As his letter to Kang Youwei at the end of his journey 
indicates, he obtained a poor exchange-value for his campaign speeches 
despite the honours he received, raising a mere £3,000 as opposed to the 
£50,000 he had originally expected. In this financial context alone, we can 
safely say that Liang's Australian sojourn proved to be of no Significance. 
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